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Murray State University has been
awarded a grant renewal of $101,215 by
the Kentucky Department of Human
Resources for 1976-77 in support of the
undergraduate social work program on
the campus.
Announced by C. Leslie Dawson,
secretary of the state agency, the grant
award marks the seventh successive
year Murray State has received funds
to be used by the Division of Social
Work in the academic program to
prepare students for social work
positions in human service agencies.
A total of $665,859 in grant money has
been awarded the social work program
since 1970. That figure includes 25 per
cent matching money provided by the
university.
Dr. Wallace Baggett, director of the
Division of Social Work, said the years
of successive funding reflect the value
placed by federal and state agencies on
the education and training program
designed to meet social work man-
'power needs of regional human service
agencies and organizations.
Fully accredited by the Council on
Social Work Education, the social work
program in the Department of
Professional Studies of the College of
Human Development and Learning
offers a curriculum which provides
students with a combination of
classroom learning experience and
practical work experiences in area
social service agencies.
Students carry actual cases in the
agencies which provide them with
direct experience working with in-





An emergency registration and fee
payment procedure has been scheduled
at Murray State University from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Friday,
Sept. 7-10, in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union Building.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, explained that the
emergency procedure has been
organized to accommodate students
who were unable to get through the
regular fall semester registration
because of a computer breakdown on
the campus.
"We apologize for the delay in
registration and for the inconvenience
to students caused, by our problems
with the computer," he said.
Noting that space is readily available
in most classes, Gantt continued that he
anticipates no problem for students in
completing a class schedule. He also
noted that no late charges will be
aRsesged for the drop-add procedure
through Friday, Sept. 10.
Students attending classes on the
campus who have already registered
but who have not yet paid fees can
avoid the late payment penalty by
making payment before 4:30 p.m. on
Friday, Sept. 10, according to Gantt.
Gantt indicated that fee payment for
off-campus or extended campus
courses offered by Murray State has
not been affected. _
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, September 6, 1976
NEW RECORD — Among other things that took place Saturday night in
Murray State's 14-3 win over Southeast Missouri in the season football
opener, the new Thoroughbred mascot ran the fastest quarter mile ever
ran on the track in Stewart Stadium. The rider is Carol Robertson of Clinton,
Md. For more pictures and the story on the game, see pages six and seven.
Carter Kicks Off Campaign By
Recalling Franklin D. Roosevelt
By CHRIS CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
The race is on, but they're not all off
and running.
The presidential political season,
which has been undergoing trial heats
since the New Hampshire primary
back in February, traditionally begins
today with only eight weeks left for
President Ford or Jimmy Carter to win
over the American voters.
But while Carter planned to begin his
campaign by invoking the memory of
Franklin D. Roosevelt with a speech at
Roosevelt's former home in Warm
Springs, Ga., the President was
spending Labor Day in the White
House, relaxing and attending to
business.
Ford, delaying the start of his
campaign for a week, plans to kick off
his election efforts next week with a
speech at his alma meter, the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. -
Carter's speech FDR's "little
White House' in Warm Springs starts a
five-day, whirlwind tour that will carry
him to 20 cities in 11 states.
Carter and Ford's running mate, Sen.
Bob Dole of Kansas, were expected to
cross paths in mid-day at the
Darlington 500 stock car race in
Florence, S.C.
The Democratic *-presidential
candidate, Sen. Walter F. ,Mondale of
Minnesota, planned to visit workers at
Washington National Airport today
before his campaign jet departs for
rallies in Barberton, Ohio, near Akron,
and Alameda County, Calif.
Anti-Busing Demonstrations Continue
in Louisville; Bomb Explodes At Male
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — A bomb
exploded early today in the gymnasium
lobby at Louisville Male High School,
police said, and caused some property
damage.
Police and federal authorities were
called into the investigation but the
composition of the explosive device was
not immediately determined.
A Jefferson County school official
said a radiator was blown off the wall
and some windows shattered.
No one was injured.
Police spokesman Carl Yates said a
resident near the school reported
hearing an explosion shortly before 4
a.m.
Because of the Labor Day holiday,
schools were in recess today.
Male High is a few blocks south of the
downtown area and several miles north
of the scene of a third anti-busing
demonstration Sunday night. In that
demonstration, police arrested 18
persons and used tear gas when part of
the about 800 protesters ignored war-
nings to disperse and began throwing
bottles and light bulbs.
At least 18 persons were slightly
in)ur'ed Sunday when riot-equipped
police used tear gas to break up an anti-
Sunny and mild today, high in the
upper 70s to low 80s. Clear and cool
tonight, low in the low to mid 50s. Partly
cloudy and warmer Tuesday, high in
the low to mid 80s. Wednesday partly
cloudy and warm.
MOTORCYCLIST INJURED—Tom Lambert, 25, • ducah was injured
Sunday evening in a one vehicle accident on highway 641 south of Murray.
Lambert was riding his motorcycle toward Murray when he veered off the
highway and struck the south end of a bridge according to Damon Shore,
also of Paducah, who was riding his machine just ahead of young Lambert.
"1 looked back to see where Tom was and saw that he was down," Shore
said. Lambert was treated at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and tran-
sfered to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
busing demonstration
Jefferson County.
The Sunday fracas was the third
demonstration during the opening week
of schools, which are operating under
the second year of court ordered school
busing for desegregation. Tear gas was
also used to break up a disturbance last
Tuesday.
Police initially fired "approximately
50" cannisters of tear gas Sunday night
to disperse about 800 persons marching
along Dixie Highway, a major
thoroughfare that leads into Louisville.
Additional sweeping operations were
needed when some of the routed
demonstrators regrouped on Preston
Highway, another north-south artery a
few miles east of Dixie Highway.
Jefferson County policeman Joe
Booth was treated for glass fragments
in his eyes after the window on his
patrol car was shattered. Douglas
Hawkins, a patrolman injured during
last year's riots, suffered a cut leg
Sunday when struck by a rock.
The Sunday disturbance occurred on
the anniversary of a riot last year in
which several policemen were injured,
including Officer Michael _ _Doughty.
a Jefferson County policeman who lost
an eye when struck by a lead fishing
weight. Doughty was on duty Sunday.
Jefferson County Police Chief Russell
McDaniel said that Sunday's protest
"was totally different in numbers"
from last year.




A Murray State University R.O.T.0
cadet was injured while directing
traffic at the Murray State University
football stadium Saturday night when
he was struck by an automobile, ac-
coraing to Murray City Police.
Officers said Thomas H. Pritchett,
age 22, was injured when he was struck
by a car driven by a 16-year-old
juvenile on Highway 641 North at the
stadium.
Pritchett was treated at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital after being
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onight," said McDaniel. ' 'Last year, it
was 8,000 to 10,000. I think the people
were so much more frustrated last
year."
Hawkins said, "I feel a little more
confident this year 1 because we are a
lot better prepared and a lot better
organized."
Among those arrested was Bob
Deprez, a leader of one of the an-
tibusing organizations here.
Carter departed from Democratic
tradition by holding his Labor Day
opening in Warm Springs instead of
Cadillac Square in Detroit, the
customary site. He said Sunday it
would not be good manners to begin his
campaign in Ford's home state.
Meanwhile, Dole today denied a
newspaper report that Gulf Oil Corp.
paid an illegal corporate political
contribution to Dole through a former
Dole aide in 1973.
The New York Times reported that
Gulf's former Chief lobbyist, Claude C.
Wild Jr., has told federal prosecutors
he gave $5,000 or $6,000 in Gulf funds to
William A. Kats, then an aide to Dole.
Kats denied the charge, and a
sookesrnan for Dole said, "Anybody
who says Bob Dole took an illegal
contribution is dead wrong." A White
House spokesman said Ford knew
about the allegations before he chose
Dole as his running mate. "After
conversations with Dole, the White
Color television programming to
cablevision patrons in Murray and
Mayfield from MSU-TV studios on the
campus of Murray State University will
resume on Tuesday, Sept. 7.
Dr. Robert Howard, station manager,
said the first telecast of the new school
year will begin at 4:25 p.m. on Channel
11 in Murray and on Channel 4 in
Mayfield.
He explained that the program for-
mat of the Monday through Friday
schedule from 4:25 to 7 p.rn-Viill be
essentially the same as last year. He
gave this outline of the daily schedule:
4:25-4:30 p.m. — Devotional spon-
sored by the Murray Ministerial
Association.
4:30-5 p.m. — News, weather, and
sports covering the national, state, and
local scenes.
5-6 p.m. — Focus, a talk show hosted
by Dr. Jim Biggs, Ruth Howard, and
students, featuring interviews with
local, state, and national personalities.
6-7 p.m. — Broadcast material of
interest to the viewing audience
provided by several different sources
House was satisfied he had no in-
volvement," the spokesman said.
Carter said Sunday in Plains, Ga.,
that he hoped during the campaign to
refute charges by Ford and other
Republicans who are trying to depict
him "as irresponsible, as a radical, as a
spendthrift, as completely ignorant
about international matters or
defense."
Ford, in an interview with U.S. News
& World Report, charged that federal
spending would rise by $100 billion
under a Carter administration. He gave
no speciftes, but Ford's budget
director, Jarne*Lynn, claimed that the
Democratic party platform contains 63
new programs, five of which alone
would cost $1.3 billion to implement.
The five were the Humphrey-
Hawkins full employment bill, national
health insurance, an educational
equality bill, welfare reform and a child
development program, according to
Lynn.
and dealing with a variety of topics. Dr.
Ken Dean and Danny Roberts will host
the Murray Outdoors program each
Thursday during this time period.
Programming has also been ex-
panded to include a special children's
puppet show each Wednesday at 4 p.m.,
beginning Sept. 15. Richard Valentine,
a Lexington sophomore, is the pup-
peteer.
Howard added that a new series of
programs entitled Options and dealing
with many different topics is being
developed. He also noted that there is a
strong possibility that some Murray
school board and city council meetings
may be televised live during the fall.
Cable\ ision carries MSU-TV into
about 7,500 homes and residence hall
rooms in Murray and Mayfield.
Howard said programming is designed
to be "community-oriented" and that
suggestions from area people about
programming possibilities are
welcome.
MSU-TV also provides laboratory
experience for students involved in the
radio-television 'curriculum at Murray
State.
CCHS Speech Team To Sponsor
Sonny James Concert Sept. 25
Sonny James has had one of the
longest strings of hits in the music
industry. For seven years every single
he released was a number one national
hit. Twenty-seven number one records
in a row. He has been a superstar in
country music since his first million
seller in 1957, "Young Love."
"The Southern Gentleman" as he is
known to all fans will be appearing
September 25 at Calloway County High
School. He is being sponsored by the
Laker Speech Team.
Whatever country music is today,
Sonny believes, it is a result of the past -
the different forms and styles in which
country entertainers have their roots.
So, he put together an album - "Two
Hundred Years of Country Music,"
which by the way, is also the name of
his roadshow. This unique concert pays
tribute to the people who created and
popularized those styles.
Planning and preparation for this
album took huge chunks of a year,
resulting in meticulous care to detail in
recapturing the musical mood of much
that has led to what we currently call
country music, right down to the
growing of a beard for the cover picture
(and for personal appearances during
the Bicentennial year).
Another recent endeavor for James
was the arranging and producing of
Marie Osmond's giant hit, "Paper
Roses" with two hit albums im-
mediately following for her. The
simplicity of his arrangements and
selection of material have proven not
only successful for him but for Marie as
well.
Sonny James' latest recordings have
been a revival of Gene Autry's, "Back
In The Saddle Again," a single that has
been on the top charts for the past few
weeks, and "When Something's Wrong
With My Baby."
A man of experience and country
Music know how, Sonny James will be
appearing in two shows at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. Sept. 25. Tickets can be purchased
at several locations including Bank of
Murray, Peoples Bank and Corn-
Austin. In Benton, tickets can be
purchased at WCBL during business
hours. In Paducah, reserved seat
tickets can be bought at Marshall's in
the mall.
The Calloway County High Speech
Team is a non-profit school
organization under the direction of
Larry England.
FIRST TICKET — Calloway County High School Principal Ron McAlister
buys the first ticket to the speech-team sponsored Sonny lames Concert.
The concert will be held Sept. 25 at Callofway County High at 7 and 9p. m.
Staff Pilot° by David WM
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Of Births and Bottoms
By Abigail Van Buren
t 1976 by Cbgago Town. 5,0 r-tr
•-• DEAR ABBY: In reading about your 40th high school
reunion, we were most interested in learning that your
nickname is "Popo.''
We lived for a while in Micronesia (a Pacific Island)
where Truskee is spoken, and "popo" in Truskee means
"pregnant."
We have a loyal and sensitive tai, which we
appropriately named Popo. Just thought you would like to
know about your namesake.
DIANE
DEAR DIANE: Thanks. I have several other name-
sakes. Popo is short for Popocatapetel, a volcano in
Mexico. And it's also the German word for that part of the
anatomy on which one usually falls.
DEAR ABBY: My only grandchildren la boy, 14, and a
girl, 15) live in a distant state, and I always remember
them handsomely at Christmastime.
• Last March I received a letter from their mother (my
daughter-in-law) that said, "Barby and Sonny have asked
me to thank you for your fabulous Christmas gifts, and
they're terribly ashamed that they never got around to
thanking you themselves."
I replied to that letter as follows: "As far as I'm
concerned, Barby and Sonny have not as yet acknowledged
my Christmas gifts properly; furthermore, they are old
enough to write their own thank-you notes, and its high
time they learned some manners."
Next thing I knew, I got a snippy letter from my
daughter-in-law, saying, "If you're going to make such a
big deal out of thank-you notes, please don't send the'
children any mare presents."
Abby, you know perfectly well that I am not going to
forget my grandchildren at Christmastime. Was I wrong to
complain?
HURT NANA
DEAR HURT: Yes. And your daughter-in-law was also
wrong to have written that snippy letter. What motivates
your giving? Is it the pleasure of giving? Or the pleasure of
being thanked?
There is no excuse for the rudeness your grandchildren
showed, but if their lack of appreciation irritates you, you
should tell THEM, not their mother.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 9 years old and I want a horse more
than anything in this world! Dad said, "You can have a
horse if you can pay for it, plus all the equipment and the
upkeep.'
The horse I want costs £150, but I don't have the
money. I don't get an allowance, and I can't earn money
doing chores for the neighbors because they say I'm too
young and I might get hurt.
I can't earn any money doing chores around my own
house because my folks say I live here and should do
whatever I can for nothing.
I have run out of ideas. How can I get the money?
HORSE-CRAZY IN INDIANA
DEAR HORSE-CRAZY: I'm afraid you will have to be
patient until you are able to EARN the money—unless you
can persuade your dad to lend it to you with the
understanding that you will repay him when you become a
wage earner.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
MOVIES IN MURRAY





Golf Winners Named &
Line-ups Are Listed
Betty Lowry won medalist
honors for Ladies Day Golf
held Wednesday, September 1,
at the Murray Country Club.
Venela Sexton had low net for
the championship flight.
First flight winner was
Margaret Shuffett with
Eulderit Robinson carding the
low net.
Low gross was won by Lou
Doran in the second flight and
Louise Lamb was runner-up.
Third flight winner was
Rowena Cullom and runner-up
was Mary Watson.
Fourth flight winner was
Lorraine Maggard.
Line-up for ladies day golf
on Wednesday, September 8,
is as follows:
Championship Flight —
Tee No. 1 — 9:50 a. m. —
Phyllis Kain, Evelyn Jones,
and Jerlene Sullivan.
First-Flight—
Tee No. 1 — 9:00 a. m. —
Toni Hopson, Sue Costello, and
Euldene Robinson.
Tee No. 1 —9:10 a. m. —
Alice Purdom, Cathryn
Garrott, and Nell Roach.
Second Flight—
Tee No. 1 — 9:20 a. m. — Lou
Lamb, Edith Garrison, Lou
Doran, and Diane Villanova.
Tee No. 1 — 9:30 a. m. —
Beverly Spann, Faira
Alexander, and Nancy Fan-
drich.
Tee No. 1 — 9:40 a. m. —
Jean Doxee, Dorothy Fike,
and Patsy Miller.
Third Flight —
Tee No. 4 — 9:00 a. m. —
Rowena Cullom, Chris
Graham, and Mary Watson.





Tee No. 7 — 9:00 a. m. —
Vickie Baker, Janice Howe,
and Pat McReynolds.
Tee No. 7 — 9:10 aw m. —
Billie Cohoon, Billie Carroll,
and Sandra Smith.
Tee No. 7 — 9:20 a. m. —
Lorraine Maggard, Jennie
Hutson, Juliet Wallis, and
Ruth Wilson.
• Phyllis Kain will serve as
golf hostess for Wednesday
and announces the above line-
ups. She requests, if you are
unable to play, please let her
know by calling 753-6976. If
you are not in the line-up and
desire to play, come at 9:00 a.
m, and be paired at the tee.
Baptist Men Meet
At Stallons Home
The Baptist Men of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
met August 30 at seven p.m. at
the Triangle Inn, Jim Neale
led the opening prayer.
Twelve members and two
visitors were present. After
the meal, they went to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Stallons for the program and
business meeting.
Bro. Lawson Williamson
gave the devotional reading
from Acts 1:8. David
Smotherman presided over
the business meeting. Each
member was assigned a new
shut-in, for the month of
September.
New officers for the coming





Hedges, secretary, and Jim
Neale, treasurer. Ray
Newsome will be the leader
for RA Boys grades 1-6.
Bro. Earl Warford,
missionary for Blood River
Baptist Association was the
speaker. He talked about the
story of the Good Samaritan
and urged the group "to serve
our fellowman and the Lord as
we live our daily lives."








Mrs. Elizabeth E. Thur-
mond, 205 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Inex K. Knouff,
200 S. 12th., Murray, Scott A.
Coleman, Rt. 2-Box 328,
Murray, Ms. Kathy J..Maher,
1040 Manley St., Apt. No. 7,
Paris, Tn., James L. Oakley,
914 Waldrop Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Jeanie M. Pulley, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, Mrs. Marie E.
Weaver, Rt. 5 - Bx 219,
Murray, Miss Anne E. Glass,
23 Arizona, Calvert City, Mrs.
Glenna K. Wadkins, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Joel D. Smith,
Rt. 1,Murray, Carl E. Oakley,
914 Waldrop Dr., Murray,
Norman L. Smith, Rt. 2 - Box
34, Murray, Harold L. Hill, Rt.
2, Murray, Ms. Bertha C.
Kesterson, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Melvin Miller, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Vernie Howard, 1415
Vine, Murray, Ms. Rubye K.
Pool, 807 Olive, Murray.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, MO
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4111/1
Some complex situations
indicated, but none that you
can't solve in your usual ef-
ficient manner. Don't be
distracted by the frivolities of
others,
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )4°.
A period for ACTION! Put all
you have into day's endeavors:
your best thoughts plans, ef-
forts. Look for the unexpected,
and appreciate all — even the
challenges.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14
An excellent day for con-
sidel•ing all new business
arrangements — especially if
they involve real estate or
property improvements.
Fine influences! You should AQUARIUS 417i4
be able to hurdle almost any (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
obstacle now. But DO avoid Clever management must be
emotionalism; also impulsive- your keyword in day's battle for
ness and extremes. gains. Also, concentration on
GEMINI aftifliP what you are doing. Sidestep
May 22 to June 211 office intrigue.
Get all promises in writing. piscEs -
Others will respect you_ if you (Feb. 20 Is Mar. 20) X
are firm but fair. A slight Don't be swayed by outside
disappointment could even-
tually redound to your' favor.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 22- eircl
Apathy and indifference now
prevalent in certain quarters.
Don't let them dampen your
enthusiasm, but do counter with
poise and equanimity. memory and a perceptiveness
LEO that allows nothing to escape
(July 24 to Aug. 23) w0Wtc• your observation. You are a
Caution should be day's .paradoxical combination of the
keynote. Don't create un-' extrovert and the introvert:
necessary problems through gregarious and making friends
impulsiveness, and take no easily, yet exceptionally. re-
reckless chances. served, even secretive, about
VIRGO kA expressing your real thoughts
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "Y -a and feelings in their company.
You may be able to put over a Actually, few persons, including
good deal, conclude a profitable yourself can intimately probe
agreement. At least, steps your mind. You have sharp
toward such ends can be critical faculties and these,
initiated. But don't press; coupled with your gift for
maneuver adroitly, words, would make you an
LIBRA e.-1 outstanding drama or literary
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -1-- '‘ critic. Other fields in which,
Pastefforts should be bearing properly developed, you could
fruit now. Study conditions and excel: education, the law,
trends Which may seem odd but statesmanship, diplomacy, the
may hold new adyantaget, theater and music. If so in-
SCORPIO dined, you could also do well In
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Mee the business world and, if the
You can accomplish more by business is related to mechan-
teamwork now than by "going it ics, your success could be even
alone." Some fine opportunities more outstanding. Birthdate of
Indicated through cooperation Queen Elizabeth I, of England;
with associates. Peter I,awford, film star
tiku7
distractions, bizarre doings of
others. You could be fooled if
not alert. Mixed influences —
some disconcerting.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a keenly




Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Stanford Andrus at
7:15p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Executive Board will meet at
11:30 a.m, at the club house.
Note change from Monday to
Tuesday.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the Hale Chapel.
Coffee will be served at 9:30
a.m. Executive board will
meet at nine a.m.
Parents OrientatiOn
meeting of Murray
Cooperating Preschool will be
in Room 3, University School,
at seven p.m. Call Jane
Denbow 753-8417 for in-
formation.
Tuesday, September 7
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with bazaar
work or visiting at 10:30 a.m.,
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a dinner meeting at 6:30
p.m. at the club house with
Mrs. A. C. Sanders as hostess
chairman.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck dinner at 6:30
p.m. at the club house with
Mary Shipley as hostess
chairman.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at
church at two p.m. with Mrs.
Rupert Parks giving the
lesson.
First Baptist Church Groups
will meet as follows: Annie
Armstrong with Mrs. Paul
Lyons at ten a.m., Lattie Moon
with Mrs. James Brown and
Bea Walker with Mrs. Charles
Outland, both at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of ,the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Community
Center at 9:30 a.m.
The KSALPN district 17 unit
1 will hold its monthly meeting
at 7:30 p.m. at the Colonial
House.
Carter School PTA will have
a potluck supper at the school
cafeteria at 6:30 p. m.
Wednesday, September 8
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
at - the Community Center,
North 2nd Street, will be at
1:30 p.m. Bazaar articles will
be made.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Edna Holland, 1614 Keenland,
at 230p.m.
Pacers Homemakers Club
will meet with Lola Hum n at
9:30 Birks
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Marvin Parks at one p.m.
Pottertpwn Homemlkers
Club will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at ten
a.m. Sunshine friends will be
revealed.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m., at Gleason Hall.
Wednesday, September 8
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
at the County Extension Office
at 1:30p.m.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Wesleyan with Mrs. Nate
Beal, 303 South 8th Street, at
6:30 p.m., and Hannah with
Mrs. Fred Morton, 1612 Sunset
Blvd., and Ruth Wilson with
Miss Lillian Tate, 1528 Oxford,
both at 7:30 p.m.
New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield at one
p.m.
Murray Country Club
women will have a luncheon at
noon with Mrs. Darold Keller
as chairman of the hostesses.
Oaks Country Club women
will have a luncheon at noon
with Mrs. Brent Outland and




Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. James
Lawson at 7:30 p. m.
Tennis Group
Plans Party
A late summer early fall
Wine-up for ladies day tennis
will be held in the Red Room
at the Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, September 8, at
10:30a.m:— 
The short., business and
organizational meeting will be
held to outline plans for the
1977 ladies tennis program.
Those wishing to stay for
ladies day luncheon should
make reservations with






Association will hold a potluck
supper on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 7, at 6:30 p. m. at the
school cafeteria.
A short business session will
follow the meal:- All parslii..,-,
teachers, and interested





Newcomers Club will have its
annual fashion show and salad
supper at the Murray High
School cafeteria on Thursday,
September 9, at 6:30 On.
Fashions from Littleton's
will be modeled. Members are
asked to-bring a salad. Guests




Lineups for Group A of the
Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
at nine a.m. on Thursday,
September 9, has been
released by the captain,
Peggy Billington, as follows:
Corinne Stripling, Lois
Keller, Nancy Whitmer, and
Rainey Apperson.
Ann Williams, Shirley
Homra, Patsy Oakley, and
Nancy Walston.
Ann Burke, Janet Housden,
Brenda Marquardt, and
Peggy Billington.
The Women's Tennis will
have a fall wine-up at 1030
a.m. on Wednesday,- Sep-




































France's best known cheese. The
exquisite flavor has been de-
scribed, as pars mushroom, part
cream, part cognac with a shade
of truffle and with a scent of
ripe Anjou pears.
PORT SALUT
An e;keptionol--cheese f rom
France With a slightly pungent
taste. • -
BOURSIN
A velvety rich texture blended
with a combination of young
garlic and natural herbs. We al-






The king of English cheeses. A
mel4ow- blue-veined cheese If




cheese. Madefrom port skimmed
milk—it's buttery texture is more
moist than swiss. Famous for
its\fruity tang.
HAVARTI
A mellow, mild, extra-rich cheese
from Denmark. Your guests will
rave over this one.
FETA-
Sharp and, tangy' cheese packed
in tins. Excillent for salads.
IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
at lotto Oak Road & Highway 62




Mrs. Beulah Hampton, 84,
died Saturday at the Murray-
(alloway County Hospital. -'
Survivors' include a
daughter, Mrs. Macy Owen,
Hazel Route Two; a son,
James E. of Murray; a sister,
Mrs, Raymond Turner, of
Bentont and four grand-
children.
Funeral services will be at
the Hazel Baptist Church at
two p. m. today, with Bro.
James Garland and Gerald
Owen officiating. Burial will
be in the Bethel Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Pallbearers will be G. A.
Scallion, Hal Turner, Renee




Funeral services for Handle
Kohr, 25, who died at 12:30 a.
m.. Saturday, were 'held
Sunday at two p, m. at the
Blalock Coleman Funeral
Chapel.
Services were conducted by
Rev. Bill Pryor, and burial
was in the Barnett Cemetery.
Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenton
Kohr, Route Five; one step-
sister, Mrs. Jim Crooks of
Michigan; one brother,





Hal Cathey, Robbie Proctor,
Mark Chiles, and Gil Hopson.
Spokesman Says Dole Took No Seismometer Working, All
Illegal Campaign Contributions Going Well On Viking 2
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
spokesman for Republican
vice president candidate Bob
Dole today denied that Dole
took any illegal campaign
contributions from Gulf Oil
and said anyone who makes




President Ford knew about
allegations concerning illegal
Gulf Oil contributions to Dole
before picking him as a
running mate.
A spokesman for Ford said
Sunday that "after con-
versations with Sen. Dole, the
White House was satisfied he
had no involvement."
Dole has said he received no
such funds and a spokesman
for the Republican vice
presidential candidate
repeated the denial after
another report linked the
senator to Gulf money.
The New York Times
reported loday that sources
close to the Gulf investigation
said the oil company's former
chief lobbyist, Claude Wild
Jr., gave a $5,000 to $6,000
illegal corporate contribution
in 1973 to Dole through
William A. Kats, Dole's then-
administrative assistant.
Wild reportedly made the
allegation to the federal grand
jury after receiving a grant of
immunity from prosecution.
A spokesman for Dole said
today, "Sen. Dole has gone
over his 1974 campaign
records with a fine-tooth
comb. He received no money
from Gulf in any shape, form
Variety Of Celebrations Set
Across Nation For Labor Day
By PAT SHERLOCK
Associated Press Writer
America honors its working people
today with lighthearted observances
ranging from frog races in Maine to
raft races in Oklahoma. More serious
events recognize the origins of Labor
Day.
In Connecticut, labor people will
gather in a New Hayen cemetery at the
grave of Alfred W. Phelps who, at the
time of his death in 1896, was known as
-The father of the eight-hour (wiark
day."
Phelps, a carpenter and leading
figure in the late 19th century labor
movement, successfully led the fight to
get an eight-hour law through the
Connecticut legislature, making that
New England state the first in the
nation to define the workday as eight-
hours long.
In Roanoke Rapids, N.C., the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile
Workers Union announced plans to
launch a nalonwide boycott today of
products manufactured by the J.P.
Stevens Co., the nation's second-largest
textile manufacturer. The union and
Stevens have been trying for two years
' to negotiate a labor contract.
Police in New Orleans called a one-
day strike today to protest the city's
refusal to pay double-time-and-a-half to
officers scheduled to work the holiday,
The National Safety Council had
Ito- Years Ago 20 Years 
BenK. Haley and Glenn Hill, field
representatives of the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society, will
attend a Basic Training School at
Ashland, Ohio, September 7-10.
Lynn Thomas Boyd, TriggXounty,
died yesterday at the Trigg County
Hospital, Cadiz.
New officers of the Calloway County
High School Band are William Ross,
Debbie Calnoun, Cecilia Taylor, and
Melissa Treas.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stout, Jr., and
daughters, Julie and Christi, left today
to make their home in Bloomington,
Ind., where Mr. Stout will enter
graduate work at Indiana University.
Dr. Billy G. Hurt, formerly of
Murray, has resigned as pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Benton, to
become pastor of the First Baptist
Church at Independence, Mo.
Bible
Thought
All scripture is given by in-
spiration of God. . . for the
instruction in righteousness. II
Timothy 3:16.
The inspired word of God is our
only rule for faith and life.
Without that word, there is no
hope. Let's share the Word of
God with others.
New teachers and staff members at
Murray State College include Paul
Lynn, Morris Walker, Eugene Russell,
Edmund G. Steytler, Thomas Gregory,
and Richard Jackson.
Winners in the recent Jaycee Tennis
Tournament are Johnny McDougal,
Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, Joe Farmer
Orr, Julian Evans, and Auburn WAls.
Ed Fenton is Jaycee president and
William Thomas Jeffrey was tour-
nament chairmati.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cook of the Pot-
tertown community will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sep-
tember 9.
James 0. Burkeen of the Soil Con-
servation Service, Murray, has
returned from SCS Training Center at
Coshocton, Ohio, after three weeks of
intensive training in soil and water
conservation.
Jean Weeks and Buel Stalls, worthy
matron and worthy patron, presided at
the meeting of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
or fashion. Anybody who says
Bob Dole took an illegal
contribution is dead wrong."
Dole, who has stressed his
distance from the Watergate
scandals in the early days of
the campaign, acknowledged
that he was questioned by the
Watergate special
prosecutor's office about Gulf
contributions before a grand
jury last March 8.
But Dole denied receiving
any illegal donations and said
he doesn't know if the grand
jury questioning meant he was
under investigation.
A spokesman for Dole said
he had no knowledge of
whether or not Kats got any
money from Gulf. "We can't
speak for him," he said.
Kats, Dole's administrative
assistant from 1960 when Dole
was first elected to the House
until 1974, issued his own
denial. "To my knowledge I
never got any money from
Wild or anyone else at Gulf. I
don't know why Wild would
make such a charge.
If such was ever done, I
wouldn't know how or when. I
was asked to testify before the
predicted between 260 and 460 people grand jury and I did so last
would die in traffic accidents during the January or F ebruary. I told
them the same thing." Katsthree-day weekend. As of 2 a.m. EDT said he might have met Wildtoday, the toll stood at 313. but never had any dealings or
As usual, Labor Day — established by relationship with him.Congress in 1894 — caught the notice of Wild was acquitted inpoliticians. Democratic presidential federal court on July 27 ofnominee Jimmy Carter was scheduled charges he made illegalto kick off his official campaign today political contributions.at Frankhn D. Roosevelt's little white Although he admitted makinghouse in Warm Springs, Ga. But a $5,000 cash gift to Sen.President Ford stayed at the White Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, forHouse, delaying the official opening of his re-election, he successfullyhis election drive until next week. argued that the statute ofCarter's running mate, Sen. Walter limitations had expired beforeMondale of Minnesota, planned several he was indicted.appearances, including one at the Wild had testified to givingAlameda County Central Labor contributions from Gulf to aCouncil's annual picnic in Pleasanton, number of members ofCalif. About 10,000 union members and Congress, including Sen. Hughtheir families were expected at the Scott, R-Pa.
picnic.
In New York, the Union Libel and
Service Trades Council ef the AFL-CIO
will kick off its Union Label-Week to
recognize that products and services
provided by two rdi%trn- -trade unionists -
in the metropolitan area bear the union
label of 85 AFL-CIO unions.
On the lighter side, the 4th annual
Central Maine Frog Race will be held in
the town of Norricigewock. Last year
the event had 118 frogs from throughout
Maine, most of them picked up by
participants enroute to the race, said
race committee chairman Bruce Hertz.
Frogs are placed in the center of a 30.
foot circle and the first to reach the
outer rim is declared the winner. Frog
owners yell encouragement and beat
the ground behind their frogs but are
not allowed to touch them, Hertz said.
Oklahoma's 4th annual Great River
Race gets under way today outside
Tulsa with about 3,700 participants.
About 150,000 spectators were expected
to line the 9.3-mile route on the
Arkansas River to watch the six
categories of rafts move down the river
from Sand Springs to Tulsa.
The rafts must be powered by pad-
dles or poles. The record time for
completing the course is just over an
hour and a half.
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and Farmington. Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Puryeor. Tents. $15 00
per year By mod to other destinations
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken




During Pregnancy and Infancy
-- Overweight ranks high as a
health, hazard among Ameri-
cars. Even though Americans
are bedonung tncreasing,ly con-
scious of their excessive poun-
dage. the in-idence of obesity
shows little or no evidence pf
dropping off. This is true in spite
of numerous and extensive
fforts to cortrol this common
rlem.
Hundreds of diets have been
put forward, and they have
vaned from scientific advice to
fads and foolistness Calories
have been carefully calculated
and weighed.
Much education has been
:directed toward exercise
routines to help avoid weight
4 Medicines have been of
:limited benefit in keeping off the
!pounds and sl)ouki generally he
.taken only under the directional
ta- physician.
; Psychotherapy has been of lit-e..tle benefit in controlling appetite
:and avoiding excess food intake
-Extreme cases of obesity have
By F.J.L Blastrigame. M.D.
required surgery (jejunoileat
shunting). occasionally used
more or less in desperation.
Since efforts at management
of excess weight have been
relatively ineffective, investiga-
tors have been forced to look at
development prior to the onset of
obesity. Opportunities to prevent
obesity appear to exist there.
Nutntion of the mother dining
pregnancy has an influence on
adult weight of the fetus, as does
the nourishment of the child at
certain times of life
Some additional insight on this
complicated subject was gained
by Gran -Paolo Ra M.D . and
associates who studied 300.000
young men who were cog:insect to
the Dutch famine during World
War B The authors puhiMed
their findings in a recent issue of
The New England Journal of
Medicine.
If starvation occurred in the
last few months of. pregnancy
and the first months of life, fewer
offspring showed adult obesity- It
is theorized that such lowered
nutrtion during a critical period
of development reduced the
number and size of fat cells.
' On the other hand, if starva-
tion occurred during the first
half of pregnancy, the offspring
had a significantly high inci-
dence of adult obesity. This out-
come results possibly from im-
pairment of deve4opment of cer-
tain parts of the brain (hy-
pothalamic centers) that regul-
ate food intake and growth
Earlier experiments on rats by
other investigators sliowei adult
obestiy could be influenced by
overfeeding or underfeeding
during the first few weeks of life
Thews facts show that the
causes and control of obesity are
complicated and incompletely
understood, more research is
needed on this important sub-
ject
The findings thus far indicate
that nutrition oldie mother dur-
ing pregnancy and during rack
life of the child is influential in
determining adult obesity. Much
of it may be prevented in future
generations.
Q. Mr N.11 wants to iornw
whether a heavy tobacco
smoker just has a habit or
whether he has an addiction.
A: While smoking is generally
regarded as learned behavior.
many smokers are "honked" on
nicotine, the active ingredient in
tobacco Many authorities mw
feel that nicotine has mild addic-
tive qualities. If this were not the
case, so many people would not
have such great difficulty stop-
ping the use of tobacco
Q Ms J.T. asks if /ympri nodes
can usually be felt through the
in in a norms', person
A In general, normal lymph
nodes cannot be felt or palpated
through the skin,. vxcept acca
sionally in a lean adult If you,
can locate and palpate one or
more lymph nodes, you should
sec a physician to evaluate (hr
swelling
PASADENA, Calif. t AP) —
Slightly atilt but apparently
intact, Viking 2 is using its
seismometer to feel around
for Marsquakes from its perch
on the red planet's northern
hemisphere.
Scientists had been worried
about the robot's delicate
equipment because Friday's
landing was a bit rough.' But
mission director Tom Young
said Sunday that Viking 2
signaled that its seismometer
was functioning normally and
all systems were "going ex-
tremely well."
He said that what at first
appeared to be a tear on its
dishshaped radio antenna
may have been a clump of
dirt, kicked up during the
lopsided landing.
Viking 2's seismometer —
which magnifies sounds about
200,000 times — is one of its
most valued instruments. The
seismometer carried by
Viking 1 failed to emerge from
its protective casing after the
first lander touched down
about 4,600 miles to the south-
west.
Dr. Gary Latham of the
seismology team said Viking 2
can pick up quakes anywhere
on the planet that register 6 or
greater on the Richter Scale.
The scientists also expect
each day to detect several
smaller quakes closer to the
craft.
The Richter Scale is a
measure of ground motion in
which each whole number
increase indicates a tenfold
MEETING SET
St. Leo's Woman's Guild
will have the first meeting of
the new club year at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 7 in Gleason
Hall. Clare Resig will preside.
A membership tea will be
discussed for next month.
increase in magnitude. On
earth, a reading of 6 on the
Richter scale can cause
severe damage.
Viking 2 also relayed a
weather report. The area is
cooler by about six degrees
Farenheit than Viking l's
station, and the winds are
calmer.
Photos from Viking 2 over
the weekend surprised
scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory here
by showing the area around
Viking 2 called Utopia — to
be flat and rocky, rather than
covered by sand dunes.
The area seemed much like
Viking l's neighborhood, a
sandy red plain completely
littered with rocks. The sky is
pink.
A trench showed up just
few feet from the hinder, and
scientists think it may be
line separating two different
types of Martian geology, botli
within reach of Viking 21
scoop arm — rocks formed by
wind action on one side, rock
spewn from volcanoes on the
other.
In about a week, the Scoop
will reach out to the rocky
surface, grab a piece of the
planet and begin its search for
life.
Results from tests con-
ducted by Viking 1 — now
almost dormant — have been
inconclusive. Some hinted at
the presence of life, but others
faded to uncover the organic
compounds considered
essential to life.
Seven Die On Highways
By The Associated Press
At least seven persons have
died in Labor Day weekend
traffic accidents around
Kentucky, police said.
The latest victim added to
the count was Raymond
Goodwin, 24, of Princeton,
whose body was found Sunday
two miles north of his home
town. - 4
Authorities said Goodwin
was injured fatally late
Friday after he apparently
lost control of his auto on
Kentucky 672.
Caldwell County Sheriff
Billy G. Hudson said the
search for Goodwin began
after Goodwin's relatives
reported him missing.
Police said Lisa Marie
Altieri, an 18-month-old child
from Louisville, was killed
Saturday when the auto in
which she was riding collided
with another vehicle seven
miles west of Leitchfield on
Kentucky 54.
Three persons were killed
Saturday in a Floyd County
traffic accident near Bevin-
sville, police said.
They identified the victims
as Leroy Hook, 24, of Wabash,
Ind., and James Lewis, 45, and
Neva Burgess, 54, both of
Wheelright, Ky.
Police said Mrs. Joyce Ann
Emery, 40, of Marion, III. was
killed in a two-car crash
Saturday on Kentucky 139
near the Caldwell-Trigg
County line south of
Lexington. Her husband,
Bobby, was hospitalized in
Nashville, police said.
A 15-month-old Lexington
child was killed Saturday
when he was run over by a car
driven by his grandfather,
police said. They said the
victim, Curtis Castle Jr., was
playing in the driveway at his
home when his grandfather,
Bill Castle, backed his car out
of the garage.
4
Get the family in the wagon and scoot over to Jerry's. WereleAuring the food the West
loved best at our Frontier Round-up every Wednesday night. After you've enjoyed the
godd things to eat, you may win a nice prize to keep. Like a 1977 Ford Pinto. Or an RCA
X L -100 19" Color TV. Or a Schwinnit 10-speed bike. Or maybe a Kodak Tele-Instamaticrecamera. All you have to do is register any Wednesday night '01,Dee.„8, 1976. There's no
purchase necessary, but you'll be losing
Out if you don't grab some of this great_





the food that won the West.'s,
Win a Phtto as our guest.
BUFFALO BILL'S GROUND $24.5
ROUND BARBECUE
Rustle up this platter of
chopped choice steak, grilled in
our special western barbecue
sauce. You won't be buffaloed
with this choice.
JESSE JAMES' STEAK $3,5
WITH MONS
To be pefectly frank,you round
up this 1/2 pound choice grade
sirloin and you've got yourself
a steal. Char-broiled to your
order, pardner.
BELLE STARR'S STEAK $345
A 6 or. choice sirloin steak as
tender as the lady it was named
for was tough. Char-broiled the
way you like it, of course.
$19.5
BARBECUE CHICKEN
You'll be glad you sat and ate
our delicious quarter spring
chicken with smoky barbecue




... Hickory smoked ranch sausage/
"heal western barbecue beans ana -•
one Sidekick. At a price that'll
do justice to your budget.
BILLY THE IUD'S ChickenO One Quarter Pride-FriediChicken
• with potato or vegetable.
SUNDANCE KID'S Ground Round
4 or. ground round patty with
Potato or vegetable.
$11.5
CISCO um Sausage and Beans
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Leader Reports Strong
Interest In 'Land Use'
INDEPENDENCE, Ky. —
Frank Jackson, Independence
area National Advisor of the
Agriculture Council of
America, reported today that
more than 500 callers from
more than 25 states par-
ticipated in the organization's
special August 25 "Farm
Line" on land use.
The ACA Advisor said
farmers used the nationwide
toll-free hook-up to warn a
panel of top level
Congressmen and government
officials Wednesday that "a
day of reckoning is coming"
unless federal influence on
land use is reduced.
Comments such as this one
by John Barrutia, a small beef
producer from Mountain
Home, Idaho, came over
ACA's Farm Line and were
heard by a special panel
headed by Senators Jim
McClure (R-Idaho), Carl
Curtis (R-Neb.) and
Representatives Mo Udall ( D-
Ariz. ), George Mahon ID-
Tex.), Tom Harkin ( 1)-Iowa),
John Melcher ( D-Mont. ), Fred
Richmond (D-N.Y.), and
James Santini ( D-Nev. ).
Barrutia went on to say that
the "federal government had
better change its approach
concerning agriculture. Land
use is strictly a local issue, but
like many others is important
to our future."
He said most Senators and
Representatives respond only
to the majority of constituents
who "holler about high food
prices," but unless Congress
-tee ova:ter-the- needs of -the
pve per cent wticr-produce it
-,"Mr. and Mrs. America will
be sitting at dinner with knife
and fork at an empty table."
Interest in the issue "was
about as strong as anything
we've experienced," ac-
cording to ACA Chairman E.
L. "Shug" Hatcher, a wheat
and beef producer from
Lamar, Colo. During the four
hours the program was in
operation over 500 calls were
received from at least 25
states. The hen viest volume of
calls came from Nebraska,
Idaho, Texas and Kansas.
Many calls, particularly
from the Rocky Mountain
states, centered on whether
the federal government should
restrict or eliminate grazing
rights on public lands.
McClure who has first hand
knowledge of grazing
problems in his state where 60
per cent of the land is
publically owned said his calls
centered around the "serious
conflicts" over the use of
Federal lands for agriculture
versus preserving the areas
for non-farming uses. One
Idaho rancher said, "Either
the government must begin to
look at the problems we face
or we'll , be forced out of
business."
Concern also centered on
the government's role in
dealing with urbanization and
other development, which in
the past decade alone claimed
over 22 million acres of farm
land. Approximately two-
thirds of the calls related to
land use. Other questions and
comments dealt with estate
taxes, government regulation
and the impact of embargoes
on farm prices.
"You've stopped raising
a son. You're building a
partner. Let us help:'
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 No. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
Sure, you depend on him a great deal now.
And in just a few years you'll regard him as a
full business associate.
With his new responsibilities will come new
ideas on how your operation can move
ahead. For assistance in financing this vital
growth, look to Production Credit.
Helping assure the future
of a farm family through
sound credit services is our
business.
The go ahead people
Mahon, Chairman of the
House Committee on
Appropriations, said that from
calls he ,look "farmers still
rankle under the impact of the
damaging grain embargo last
year."
One caller, though, W.
Harlan Micklebost, a banker
from the "near total disaster"...
drought area of Ramona,
-South Dakota said that there is
a place for the government to
"step in." Farmers here need
financing relief with the
delivery charges of
emergency feed for their
starving cattle." Farmers are
forced to pay as much as $110
a ton for alfalfa hay, more
than double last year's price,
including a "whopping" $12
shipping charge for a 90 mile
trip from its source.
The farmers aren't asking
for free hay, just help with the
shipping charges, as the
government has done in less
critical times, he said.
This is one time the
government "should step in
where help is clearly needed






Interior and HEW, as well as
various planning and public
interest groups.
William Rowdy, Executive
Director of the Northern
Kentucky Area Planning
Commission in Newport, Ky.,
manned the lines for the entire
four-hour perm, additittocal
level expertise to the panel.
As a non-political and non-
legislative organization, ACA
operates the monthly toll-free
Farm Line, open nationwide,
not to advocate an2, position of
its own but to provide a
vehicle for discussion of major
agricultural issues. The July
Farm Line on "Government
Regulation" received nearly
400 calls from people across
the country, talking directly
without any "go-betweens"
with experts on the issue.
The Agriculture Council of
America, founded in 1973, is
made up of individual far-
mers, farm and commodity
organizations and companies
that supply the farmers. Its




from Exte2sion Specialists it
the UK College of Agriculture
Don't pinch, poke or
nibble the fragile fruits and
vegetables at the grocery
store. Damaged produce costs
the grocer—and, ultimately,
the consumer—money, UK
Extension specialists in con-
sumer economics point out.
If,. Farmer,
let us estimate your next dozer job, it's free!
We have the equipment and the know how!
*ROAD WORK *EXCAVATING *SUB-DIVISIONS
*DOZER WORK *LAND CLEARING *GRADING
EMERINE CONSTRUCTION CO.




As of mid-August, the supply situation in September is expected
to look like this .. .
RED MEATS
Beef . . plentiful. Produc-
tion 4-6% above the record
of year earlier and 12%
above the Sept. 1973-75 av-
erage. Gains in fed beef will
continue -tO more than offset
declines in nonfed beef pro-
sluctiOn.
Pork . . . adequate. Produc-
tion during Sept. expected to
increase from August levels.
and be up 16-18% from un-




'ul. Record marketings about
11% more than Sept. 1975
and 19% above the Sept.
1973-75 average.
Eggs . . adequate. Output
slightly above both last year
and most recent 3-year aver-
age for September.
Turkey . . . plentiful. New
crop marketings about 5%
more than a year earlier and
9% above the three-year av-
erage. Sept. 1 cold storage
holdings some 7% more than
Year earlier and 4% over the
3-year average; supply nearly
6% above Sept. 1975.
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
Fluid milk, dairy products
adequate. Milk produc-
tion still declining from spring
flush, but should continue
above 1975 and 1973-75 av-
erage. In July, milk produc-
tion was up 5% from year
earlier. In June, American
cheese production was 22%
above previous year and 17%
over previous 3-year average.
Butter was 41/2% below last
year and 7% lower than its
1973-75 average. Commercial
stocks of American cheese at
end of June were 31/2% over
the 1975 levels and 5% high-
er than the 3-year average.
Stocks of butter were up
93% from year earlier and
23% over 1973-75 average.
Nonfat dry milk . . t. plenti-
ful. September supplies should
exceed demand. In June,
221/2 million lbs. excess mov-
ed into uncommitted govern-
ment stocks, even though pro-
duction down 11% from year
earlier.
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Fresh non-citrus fruits . .
plentiful. Bartlett pear produc-
tion in California, Washington
and Oregon up 8% from year
earlier. A record 1976 grape
crop is forecast. Fresh peach-
es, California plums and nec-
tarines still available but de-
clining seasonally. Prunes and
plums in Oregon, Washington,
Idaho and Michigan expected
down 5% from last year.
Dried prunes . plentiful.
California 1976 dried prune
production expected to be
7% higher than last year and
13% larger than 1974. Raisins
plentiful; 19754production
18% larger than the heavy
1974 crop.
Canned and frozen vege-
tables . . . plentiful. On July
1, aggregate stocks of 8 vege-
tables held by canners 35%
above 1975, and 100% more
than 1973-75 average. Hold-
ings of canned sweet corn,
green peas, tomatoes and to-
mato products in particular
are large. Combined holdings
of frozen vegetables on June
30, wke 13% above average;
Frozen potatoes up 17%.
Fresh potatoes and dry
onions . . . plentiful. Total fall
crop potato acreage is record
high and 10% above 1975.
Peanuts . . plentiful. Com-
mercial stocks other than
shelled oil stocks on June 30
were 38% higher than year
earlier. 1976 crop to top
1975's previous record by
1%. Almonds . . . plentiful.
CaBtornia crop to be a record
235,000 tons in shell, 47%
over the 1975 crop. Pecans
and walnuts . . plentiful from
large 1975 crops.
GRAINS & LEGUMES
Rice . . plentiful. Record
carryover of 37.7 million cwt.
The 1976 crop to total 110.2
million cwt, 14% below last
year's record and I% below
the 1973-75 average.
Wheat . . . plentiful. Pro-
duction at 2,096 million bush.
els, 2% less than the 1973
record high and 12% over
3-year average.
Corn . . plentiful. Produc-
tion at record 6,187 millionr
bushels and 15% above the
1973-75 average.
Dry beans . . plentiful,
with production at 18.7 mil-
lion cwt, 9% above the 1975
crop and over the 1973-
75 average. Dry peas . . .
plentiful. Production at 2 mil-
lion cwt, 25% below last year
and 20% lower than th a 1973-
75 average. However, large





When Can I Begin
To Receive Payments?
Under Federal law, no payments
can be made to you before you reach
age 591/2, unless you become per-
manently disabled. If your death
should occur sooner, funds in your
account will be paid to your named
beneficiary. ypti must begin to
receive payments from your ac-
count by the time you reach age
701/2.
To actually receive the funds, you
simply notify us of the date you wish
payments to begin. We will supply
you with the appropriate forms,
upon which you can elect to receive
either a lump sum or periodic an-
nunity payments.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
Terminology used: PLENTIFUL — More than enough for requirements. ADEQUATE — Enough to 
meet needs. LIGHT — Less than adequate; not enough for normal needs.
Safe Food Storage
ATLANTA, Ga. — Take -a
closer look at your kitchen, the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture suggests. Sure, it
may be clean — but is it safe?
Clean is just not good enough.
To prevent food poisoning, it's
important that your kitchen
not only be clean — but safe as
well.
Germs and bacteria, which
cause food-borne illness, are
so small that they cannot be
seen without the use of a high-
powered microscope. Yet, the
homemaker can prevent the
growth of these germs by
taking proper precautions in
the storage of food in the
kitchen. Besides that, safe
food storage is easy.
Safety starts with
cleanliness. Make sure all
cupboards, shelves and
drawers which contain food
are washed regularly. Always
remember to wipe off the lid of
a can or jar before opening it.
This removes dust particles
which could fall onto the food
and possibly contaminate it.
Officials of USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service said that there are
three basic methods of food
storage: shelf storage,
refrigeration and freezing.
Each method calls for special
handling to avoid food con-
tamination.
Shelf Storage: Check under
your kitchen sink and take
inventory. One bag of
potatoes, a couple-of sponges,
six onions, some cleanser, a
can of tomato juice...Stop
there. Three of those items
don't belong — the potatoes,
the onions and the can of
tomato juice. Don't store fresh
produce or canned goods
beneath your kitchen sink.
Leakage from water and
drainage pipes can damage
food products. Cans may rust
and deteriorate, providing a
feast for growing germs.
Never store food items next to
potent household chemicals —
the two just don't mix.
Avoid storing food products
directly above a heat source,
place to store food? The
growth of bacteria and germs
is inhibited when food is held
at 40 degrees F. or lower. Take
a periodic temperature
reading by setting a ther-
mometer on the center shelf of
your refrigerator. Leave it
there an hour or so. If it reads
over 40 degrees F. — dial
down.
Meat and poultry products
which you plan to use within
2-3 days can be placed in
the refrigerator to assure
wholesomeness. For longer
storage, freeze it. Make sure
meat and poultry products are
wrapped securely. Generally,
the grocery wrap is adequate
but if meat juices can escape
from the package and drip on
other food products, it is best
to rewrap these items. Most
refrigerators have a special
compartment for meat. If
yours does, use it. If not, set
aside an area to be used solely
for this purpose.
During the summer months,
the refrigerator is popular
among hungry and thirsty
kids. Frequent opening of the
refrigerator door lets warm
air rush in and alter the
temperature. Keep the door
closed as much as possible to
maintain a "safe food"
temperature.
Leftovers need special
consideration. They should be
refrigerated immediately
after dinner. Cooked meat and
poultry left out at room
temperature for two hours or
more promotes the growth of
bacteria and germs.
If you decide to make a
spaghetti sauce the night
before your party, don't put
that full pot of sauce in the
refrigerator. Instead, save
your sauce in small, shallow
containers. Refrigerating food
in large quantities can be
dangerous. It may be hours
before the sauce in the center
of the pot reaches 40 degrees
F.
Freezing: Open the freezer
door. Has frost accumulated
to 1,4 inch or more? If so, it
such as your oven or range. ‘may be cold enough to keep
Instead, use these shelves for your food thoroughly frozen
dinnerware or glasses. Food is
sensitive to heat and should be
stored in a cool, dry place.
Check your canned goods
carefully for bulges, leaks or
weak seams — warning
- signals for pOssible food
poisoning. When you find
these cans in your kitchen,
return them immediately to
the store where they were
purchased. Also, contact your
local public health official.
Refrigeration: Move over to
your refrigerator. Is it a safe
Ice which builds up on the
panels may prevent the door
from closing and allow warm
air to enter the compartment.
Partial thawing may result.
Freezing stops the growth of
germs but it does not kill
them. For most effective
storage, a temperature of 0
degrees F. or lower should be
maintained. Take a tem-
perature reading periodically
to check the Accuracy of your
unit.
When freezing, remember
to wrap your meat ancfpoultry
in an air-tight, moisture-
resistant wrap such as
aluminum foil or freezer
wrap. Carefully label each
package. Indicate the type of
cut, number of pieces and date
of purchase. Arrange your
freezer so that the most recent
purchases are packed in the
rear of the compartment.
If you suspect any food to be
spoiled — when it smells or
looks funny — Don't Taste It!
Take it back to the grocery
store where you bought it.
With these tips in mind, can
you make your kitchen a safer
place to store food? Just
remember to keep food clean
and stored in the proper place.
Belize has issued three new
stamps commemorating the
U.S. Bicentennial. But instead
of paying tribute to George
Washington, Benjamin
Franklin or Paul Revere, Belize
is honoring William Wrigley,
Jr., Charles Lindbergh and
John Lloyd Stephens.
The 10-cent stamp has a por-
trait of Wrigley and a sapodilla
tree being tapped for chicle.
The 35-center shows Lindbergh
and his plane, "Spirit of St.
Louis," which landed in Belize
in 1927. 1 he $1-stamp depicts
Stephens, who made an arch-
eological survey of Mayan
Temples, with one of these tem-
ples in the background. Each






































WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
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Members Of Month Tests Show Atrazine
Not Cancer-Causing
Darrell Beone Simi Sykes
Darrell Beane and Shea Sykes were named as Members of
the Month for July and August respectively by the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America at its August meeting.
Beane was voted July Member of the Month as a result of
being high individual scorer on the Chapter Meats Judging
Team which tied for first place honors at the Regional FFA
Meats Contest at Reelfoot Packing Company in Union City,
Tenn.
Sykes was selected as August Member of the Month as a
result of being named chairman of the Camp Council at the
Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center in Hardinsburg.
Sykes also received the Outstanding Leadership Award while
at the center.
Few things on wheels are stingier with a
gallon of gas than the new Binder. It's





San Francisco, Calif. —
Extensive tests clearly show
that atrazine, a widely used
agricultural herbicide, does
not combine with natural
ingredients under living
conditions to form a potential
cancer-causing compound as
earlier theorized by the
Environmental Protection
Agency.
Biochemical tests ' were
initiated by Ciba-Geigy
Corporation after a study
conducted in 1974 at the
Environmental Protection
Agency Labs had shown that
under certain laboratory
conditions, atrazine plus
nitrite could be converted to
N-nitrosoatrazine. The class,
nitrosgcompounds are suspect
carcinogens. Atrazine is an
agricultural chemical used to
control weeds in corn,
sorghum, and other crops.
Ciba-Geigy markets atrazine




established in 1975 to measure
levels of atrazine in surface
waters caused by runoff from
treated fields in major uso
areas has shown that the
amount of atrazine residue is
negligible.
Results of the biochemical
studies and water monitoring
were given by Dr. G. J.
Marco, Metabolism
Investigations Manager, and
Dr. L. C. Newby, Environ-
mental Investigations
Manager, for the company, in
papers presented before the
fall meeting of the American
Chemical Society in San
Franctsco.September 2.1976.
According to Marco, under
use conditions of atrazine
applications which were, in
fact, adjusted to favor the
formulation of nitroso-
atrazine, no traces were
_ detected in a variety of
biological systems. The only
indication of such formations
was under artificial
laboratory conditions.
A series of tests were made
which showed that rats and
goats fed atrazine and nitrite
were not found to have either
detectable nitrosoatrazine or
nitrosohydroxyatrazine in
their internal organs or in the
milk of the goats. In fact, after
feeding nitrosoatrazine itself
to goats, no detectable
nitrosotriazines were found in
tissues or milk.
Fish were exposed to con-
centrated amounts of atrazine
and sodium nitrite for 21 days.
Later, in both raw and cooked
fish, no nitro,soatrizine was
found. Neither was the
compound found in the water
in which they swam.
Corn was grown to maturity
in a -typical loam soil treated
with atrazine and a blend of
nitrate and nitrite nitrogen at
the time of planting. Again, no
detectable amount of the
compound was found in the
corn or soil samples. Other
studies with hydroxyatrazine
in similar systems also
showed no nitrosohydroxy-
atrazine. The only system
producing any yield of nitroso-
atrazine was in incubations of
atrazine and nitrite in




there was no indication that
atrazine could produce
nitrosocompounds in the
-human body or the en-
vironment.
In the water monitoring
area during recent years,
scientists at Iowa State
University, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency
Labs, and others had in-
dicated that traces of atrazine
were being found in major
streams. Even though the
studies showed the amount to
be insignificant, Ciba-Geigy
initiated its own monitoring
program to determine the
levels of atrazine in streams
and rivers at 14 locations
throughout the Midwest.
Studies were also made by the
company to determine
whether or not nitrosoatrazine
occurs as a contaminant in
those waters.
Results of the Ciba-Geigy
program show that atrazine is
present at extremely low
levels in the Mississippi River
and major tributary streams.
Residues appear correlated to
application time on fields and
subsequent rainfall. The
levels detected are regarded
as insignificant.
Selected water samples
from major atrazine use areas
were analyzed for
nitrosoatrazine and the
compound was found to be
absent in all samples.
"Based on information
gained from our biochemical
studies, no nitrosotriazines
are produced or deposited in
biological systems, indicating
that atrazine does not result in
such exposure to man and the
environment," Dr. Marco
said. Dr. Newby stated, "The
company felt it needed the
monitoring program to
quantify the insignificant low
levels of atrazine in water
reported earlier and to con-
firm that nitrosoatrazine






Homemakers Council now has
an official flag—thanks to a





Medley designed a flag —
white with blue lettering and
the Homemakers emblem in
blue and gold — which was
accepted by the Council board
and unfurled for the first time
at the Homemakers Council's
recent national conference in
Morgantown, W. Va. _As
designer of the new flag, Mrs.
Medley received special
recognition at the conference.
"I've dreamed of having our
own flag for 10 years," says
Mrs. Medley, who has been a
member of the North Marshall
Homemakers Club for 13
years. "There seemed to be a
need for one — the stage at
meetings always looked so
one-sided with just the U. S.
flag on it."
In her Homemakers Club,
Mrs. Medley has held all of-
fices and various subject
matter chairmanships.
presently she is county and
area public information
chairman. "I think the
Homemakers organization is
the greatest," she declares.
"What a golden opportunity to
acquire new knowledge and
meet new people!" Mrs.
Medley lives in Calvert City, is
married to a river towboat




made up of 30,000 members of
Homemakers Clubs across the
state. The National Council,




Set September 2 
On Sept. 21, Kentucky
burley tobacco producers will
decide whether they wish to
provide funds for the
promotion of burley tobacco
and burley tobacco products.
A percentage assessment at
the time of sale, with the
resulting funds to be used in
promoting increased
production, use and sale of
burley tobacco products, is
proposed.
CofInty Extension offices in
each of Kentucky's 120
counties will be the voting
sites, according to Wilson
Hourigan, Extension
agricultural economist at the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. Any
person ia years of age or over
who is engaged in the com-
mercial production of burley
tobacco is eligible to vote. This
includes tenants and
sharecroppers who receive
money from the sale of burley
as well as farm owners.
If the majority of those
voting favor the proposal, one-
tenth cent (0.1 cent) per
pound per marketing quota —
with a minimum of 50 cents
and a maximum of $10 per
marketing year — will be
deducted from the sale price
by warehousemen or other
dealers who buy burley from
growers. Producers who do
not want to take part in this
"check-off" can have their
assessments refunded,
Hourigan adds.
If the assessment is ap-
proved, mcney raised by the
"check-off" will go to the
Council for Burley Tobacco,
Inc. The CounciF- will use 60





production, use and sale,
domestic and foreign, of
burley tobacco products." The
other 40 per cent of the total
will go to the Bu:ley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative
Association for their export
promotion program and other
association activities related
to burley promotion and use.
The Power You Need ...When You Need It!
When you purchase a new Case Trac-
tor, and for any reason it breaks down
during your peak production seasons (till-
age, planting, harvesting) and we can't
repair it within 48 hours, you'll be supplied
a loaner tractor. You can use this tractor
absolutely free until your unit is ready.
That's Assured Availability, just another
reason when you look for tractor power,






Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corti
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trod' and Maas of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
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Defense Shines Again For Racers
Five Interceptions Key Murray To
1 4-.3 -Win Over Southeast Missouri
By MIKE BRANDON'
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
There is only one question
unanswered to Murray State
football fans: What kind of
shape is the horse in?
Over 10,000 fans showed up
in Stewart Stadium Saturday
night as Murray State opened
its season with a 14-3 win over
backyard foe Southeast
Missouri.
The defense of the Racers
got quite a workout, picking
3ff fiv passes and not
allowing SoritheaseMissouri to
cross the Murray 30. But the
Racer offense was a little too
nice to the new mascot,, a
fine-looking Thoroughbred
who runs around the track
each time the Racers score a
touchdown.
The horse got to run only
twice as Murray didn't have
much success on offense. But
one thing that went un-
noticed: The horse set a new
stadium record of 23.2 for the
quarter-mile eclipsing
Olympian Bert Jacobs' record
by over 23 seconds.
Roger Rushing, the starting
fullback for the Racers, feels
the horse will wear out his
sneakers before the season is
over.
"We're just a step or two
away from scoring a lot of
points. We could have had a
couple more touchdowns
against SEMO if we would
have eliminated a few
mistakes."
Rushing, who had 51 of the
Racers' 110 yards on the
ground, said he was very
pleased with the blocking
from the entire offensive line.
SEMO's junior college
transfer quarterback Phil
Miller did not play. In all
fairness to Southeast
Missouri, the loss of Miller
was the key factor in the
contest. Backup quarterback
Don Backfish fired 10-22 for 69
yards and had four of his
passes picked off.
Third string quarterback
IN HEAVEN - Chuck Wempe (90) of the Racers was above
cloud nine Saturday night when he intercepted a pass for a TO.
Giving him the pat on the head is lorry Fo melt.
Phil Wallace was one for three
and had one f his passes
picked off.
The first Racer interception
of the game set up the first
TD. Junior college transfer
linebacker Willie Wilson
picked off a I3ackfish pass and
returned it 16 yards only to
have 15 yards of the return
eaten up by a clipping penalty.
The Racers took over with a
first and 10 from the SEMO 35.
In five plays,, the Racers
capped the drive with quar-
terback Mike Dickens going 13
yards for the score. Freshman
kicker Henry Lagorce hit the
PAT and Murray led 7-0 with
just 28 seconds left in the
opening period.
To a defensive lineman, it's
a great thrill to just touch the
ball. Chuck Wempe, a senior
defensive end who was
selected to the OVC pre-
season All-Conference Team,
did more than touch the ball.
With 6:08 left in the half,
Wempe sprang out from
nowhere to intercept a Back-
fish pass and went 24 yards
down the left sideline for the
touchdown. The PAT by
Lagorce made it 14-0.
"I played defensive end and
offensive tackle all through
high school. This is the first
time in my life I'd ever had a
chance to run the ball,"
Wempe said.
"My first thought was the
goal-line. I knew it would be
the only chance I'd ever had
and I didn't want to blow it."
Senior kicker Mike Woods,
who had the distance but was
wide to the left on a 59-yard
field goal attempt in the
second period, booted his
opening second half kickoff to
the Racers' Bruce Walker who
.._toolLitanthe.,gpa i Tie .
With some sensational
midfield running, Walker
returned the ball 60 yards to
the SEMO 40. There were only
two other exciting moments in
an otherwise dull third period.
With 1:33 left in the third
period, Woods booted a 50-
yard field goal and made it 14-
3.
Then Walker almost did it
again. On the following
kickoff, he went 42 yards, but
the series ended when
Dickens' pass on third down
Borg And Evert Win Easily
In Open, Nastase Gets Booed
By HOWARD SMITH
Al' Scidrts Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. ( AP)
- Bjorn Borg, confident and
aggressive, won easily. Chris
Evert, cool and determined,
won even more easily. the
Nastase, intimidated by the
crowd, was a model of good
sportsmanship ... more or
less.
There wasn't much haggling
over line calls, no one blasted
tournament officials for doing
something wrong or not doing
something right, and none of
the top seeds got bumped off
by an unheralded tennager
from Yugoslavia.
The only thing they did
Sunday at the U.S. Open tennis
championships was play
tennis. And Borg and Miss
Evert played it best.
Borg, who will probably be
ranked No. 1 in the world for
the year even if he loses here,
Showed why with a 6-3, 6-3
third-round victory over John
Lloyd of Britain. Lloyd played
very well. Borg played
brilliantly.
"I was very satisfied with
my game today," said the 20-
yearold Swede, who needed a
third-set tiebreaker to get by
Chile's Jaime Fillol Saturday.
"I played much, much better
than yesterday. I was not
scared today. I was not afraid
to hit the ball."
Miss Evert, top-seeded, had
little more than a,,workout in
drubbing Glynis Coles of
Britain 6-0, 6-0. Chris has won
97 straight matches on clay
and yet, no matter how far
ahead she is, she still chases
down every point, battles for
every game.
"Some people are shocked
when I lose a game on clay,"
she said, "and that has stuck
in my mind. I don't want to
lose a game. I want to get off
the court as soon as I can.
"I try and concentrate in the
early rounds to toughen up for
later in the tournament."
Nastase, the tem-
peramental Romanian who
shocked the crowd Friday
with his antics and gestures
during a match against Hans-
Jurgen Pohmann of West
Germany, was concentrating
Mt NOTES
by William M. Boyd
One of the largest and finest corn
collections in the world belongs to
the U. S. GoVernment. It was
'started when Congress ap-
propriated $1,000 for it in 1839.
You can see it in the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington, D. C.
Start your own "coin collection"... open a savings ac-
count with us and watch your money grow.
PEOPLES„/BANK
r1 HAT IT
a 0 it la 
Member FDIC
Sunday but not on his op(
ponent Marty Riessen.
Nastase had one eye on the
crowd which welcomed him to
center court with a rousing
chorus I boos.
"The people try to provoke
me,” said Nastase after
beating Riessen 6-2, 7-5.
"People even boo when I
practice. I was very nervous
before the match. It was like
going into the Roman
Coliseum.
"I was never feeling so bad
before a match."
Defending champion
Manuel Orantes of Spain
defeated Allan Stone of
Australia 6-2, 6-4; 12th-seeded
Sian Smith rocked Ricardo
Cano of Argentina 6-0, 64 and
15th-seed Brian Gottfried
whipped Tom Okker of The
Netherlands 6-2, 6-2.
Two of the seeded women
went out of action in mild
upsets. No. 7 Kerry Reid of
Australia couldn't continue
after, a torn ligament in her
ankle and defaulted to Zenda
Liess of Daytona Beach, Fla.,
and No. 8 Olga Morozova of
the Soviet Union was beaten 6-
4, 6-3 by Kathy Kuykendall of
Miami, Fla.
No. 6 Rosemary Casals boat'
former champion Maria
Bueno of Brazil in straight
sets; No. 9 Sue Barker of
Britain ousted Helen Gourley
of Australia; No. 10 Dianne
Fromholtz of Australia beat
JoAnne Russell, and No. 15
Terry Holladay won in three
sets over Kristien Shaw.
GOLF
AKRON, Ohio - Jack
Nicklaus shot a two-under-par
68 to score a convincing four-
stroke-victory over Hale Irwin
and capture the $300,000 World
Series of Golf.
was intercepted by SEMO's
Dan Wieser.
The fourth quarter had no
scoring but a lot of action
which kept most of the fans on
hand until the end. Eddie
McFarland had two con-
secutive interceptions and
Racer backup quarterback
David Ruzich proved the
Racers are two-deep at that
position.
Ruzich connected with a 30-
yard pass to wide receiver
Sonny Burnett and then found
Burnett again on an eight-
yarder to take the Racers
down to the 27. However, the
final horn went off before
Murray could run another
play.
McFarland had seven
tackles to go with his two
interceptions.
"We're going to play enough
people to beat down just about
anybody we
McFarland said.
"We played 23 people on
defense. I think our depth is
going to be a big factor."
It was the first time in his
career McFarland has caught
two interceptions in one game.
"I'm really glad I didn't
make as many tackles as I did
in some games last year.
Some people think when a
safety has a lot of tackles, he's
really played a great game.
But the less tackles I have, it
means the better the people up
front are playing."
Walker said he was pleased
with the way the team played
and was surprised with his/w°
long returns of the kickoffs.
"I've never run back
kickoffs before. I'm very
thankful to The Lord for the
way I was running," said
FIRST TIME - Chuck Wempe, the All-Conference defensive end of the Racers, scores his first touchdown ever after in-
tercepting a pass and going 24 yards for the score. Watching the action are Eddie McFarland (44) and Al Martin (41).




By The Associated Press
Bandy Gradishar came to
praise Fran Tarkenton, then
he buried him.
"There just couldn't be any
more to a quarterback than he
is," Gradishar said of
Tarkenton after intercepting a
pass by the Minnesota signal.
caller and racing 87 yards for
wAlkut a clinching touchdown in the
Racer Coach Bill Furgerson—Denver-Bi0nc0S'-'313:17-171Efory
said he thought the defense did over the Vikings Sunday - the
as well as he thought it would. final day of the National
"We made up our minds we Football League exhibition
weren't going to let them have
any more than three points.
Southeast Missouri was a good
club and they worked hard.
But next week, we'll have to
be even better."
This coming Saturday night,
the Racers host a rugged
Delta State club. Hopefully,
the horse will get a better
workout.
season.
In another Sunday finale,




outlasted Houston 26-20 in
overtime, the unbeaten Miami
Dolphins whipped New
Orleans 20-7, undefeated Los
Angeles downed San Fran..
cisco 10-3, Pittsburgh routed
the New York Jets 41-6, the
Oakland Raiders trounced
Seattle 45-28, San Diego edged
the New York Giants 14-13,
and Cincinnati topped Tampa
Bay 24-13.
The regular season opens
next Sunday.
Tarkenton, one of the NFL's
all-time leading passers,
complificTIT or4T passes -for
315 yards and one touchdown
- a 50-yarder to Sammy
White. But he suffered four
interceptions, including the
one by Gradishar with 30
seconds remaining in the
game.
At the time, the Vikings
were trailing 23-17, but had
moved deep into Denver
territory. However, the threat
ended when defensive tackle
John Grant deflected a pass
by Tarkenton 'and Gradishar
STEADY EDDIE - Racer safety Eddie McFarland, a pre-season pick for the All-Conference
Team, showed why he is given so much respect as he picks off his second pass of the evening. In
front of McFarland is teammate Bruce Walker who also hod an interception.
intercepted and ran for the
decisive touchdown.
The Broncos had gone ahead
for the first time earlier when
Lonnie Perrin blocked a
Minnesota punt, then grabbed
the ball on the Vikings' 29 and
ran for a touchdown.
Earlier, Otis Armstrong
scored twice on short runs for
the Bronci s. who__weui
fourth straight game and
ended the exhibition season
with a 5-2 record. Minnesota
wound up 3-3, and Coach Bud
Grant was unhappy. "When
you don't win' you don't have
to be satisfied with anything,"
he said.
New England, 3-3, used
second-period scoring runs by




touchdown of the game - on a
10-yard run at 6:43 of overtime
- enabled Dallas, 3-3, to
overcome state-rival Houston,
26-20, in a nationally televised
game and win the "Texas Pro
Football Championship."
Laidlaw's first two scores  
were le runs of six yards in
the fourth quarter when the
Cowboys rallied from a 20-3
deficit.
Miami, 6-0, broke a 7-7 tie
against New Orleans, 4-2, on
Duriel Harris' '59-yard punt'
return for a touchdown in the
second period. The Dolphins'
sturdy pass defense limited
the Saints to 11 yards in the
air.
Los Angeles, also 6-0,
defeated San Francisco, 4-2,
with the help of cornerback
Monte Jackson, who blocked a
punt and raced 50 yards for
the game's only touchdown,
then killed a 49ers' fourth-
period drive by intercepting
Jim Plunkett's pass with 2:45
left in the game.
Jets' quarterback Joe
Namath was given a warm
ovation by Pittsburgh fans
just before making his first
pro appearance in his home
area, then the Steelers'
defenders went out and
manhandled him, sacking him
six times. Meanwhile,
quarterback Terry Bradshaw
completed 17 of 20 passes for
245 yards and two touchdowns,
for the Steelers, 5-2.
Quarterback Neal Jeffrey, 4
cut by San Diego last year and
by the Giants earlier this year,
capped a 76-yard fourth-
period scoring march with a
27-yard pass to Charlie Joiner,
lifting the Chargers, 3-3, to
their victory over New York,
4-2. Joiner also scored San
Diego's first TD, on a 41-yard
,Ls from Dan Fouts.
John Reaves connected on
21 of 32 passes for 272 yards
and three touchdowns, two to
tight end Bob Trumpy, leading













Morehead Rebuilding May Be Success
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
If Morehead State's 31-14
college football victory over
Marshall is any indication, the'
Eagles' rebuilding season
under new Coach Wa,me
Chapman could be a happy
one.
Morehead, coming off a
disastrous 3-7 season in 1975
and a solid underdog to
Marshall, got two touchdown
runs from first-time starter
Oscar Jones and a precision
passing peformance from
quarterback Phil Simms in a
surprisingly one-sided romp
over the Thundering Herd.
"We didn't know what was
going to happen because we're
such a young team," said
Chapman. "I don't think that
it's easy any time you step into
a losing situation.
"We just worked our kids
real hard and kept reminding
them why we were working
hard and what it took to win.
In the first game, anyway, it
paid off. Next time we tell 'em
something, maybe they'll
believe us a little more."
Jones, a senior who devoted
his first three college years to
track and field, scored on
touchdown runs of four and
seven yards while Simms
completed 16 of 20 passes for
195 yards and a touchdown.
The Morehead defense,
meanwhile, limited Marshau
to just 267 yards, most of
which came too late when
reserve quarterback Bud
,Nelson engineered a pair of
fourth quarter tbuchdowns
after Morehead had rolled to a
28-0 lead.
In other games involving
Kentucky schools, Ernie
House passed for two touch-
downs and ran for a third as
Eastern Kentucky upended
Dayton 21-7; Murray State's
secondary intercepted five
passes, with Chuck Wempe
turning one into a touchdown,
as the Racers dropped
Southeast Missouri 14-3; and
Hillsdale, Mich., made a pair
of first half touchdowns stand
up for a 13-7 decision over
Kentucky State.
Trailing 7-0 after one
quarter, Eastern Kentucky
Jumped ahead in the second
period when House passed 10
yards to Jerome Kelly and
later plunged into the end zone
from a yard out.
House provided a cushion in
the fourth period with a 43-
yard bomb to split end Elmo
Boyd.
Steve Rodick rushed for 140
yards in 31 carries to lead
Hillsdale past Kentucky State.
A 34-yard run by Rodick set up
Bob Bialik's two-yard
touchdown, run in the second
period. Later in that quarter,
Herman McCall scored what
proved to be the winning
touchdown on a three-yard
run.
Kentucky State's only score
came in the third quarter on a
54-yard pass from Curt
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the way a pitcher likes best -
with his bat.
Christenson belted two
home runs as the Phillies beat
the New York Mets 3-1 Sun-
day, snapping an eight-game
losing streak that was
threatening to create a pen-
nant race in the National
League East after all.
The PhiIs, leading Pittburgh
by 15k2 games on Aug. 24, saw
their margin shrivel to 6'2
games before Christenson's
effort, coupled with the
Pirates' 1-0 loss at Montreal,
moved it back to 71/2 going into
today's Labor Day
doubleheader between the
cross-state rivals in Pitt-
sburgh.
The win was Christenson's
fifth in five decisions against
the Mets this season. He's
allowed them just four runs in
35 innings.
The Mets loaded the bases
with none out in the first in-
ning against Christenson, 11-8,
on singles by Bruce Boisclair,
Mike Phillips and Billy
Baldwin. But he got out of it
allowing just one run, retiring
Dave Kingman on a grounder,
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) -
kJ. Foyt, whose last victory
in the Hoosier 100 was in 1969,
has entered next Sunday's
U.S. Auto Club championship
dirt car race at the Indiana
State Fairgrounds.
Foyt has won the Hoosier
100 six times, with four
ndplace finishes, three
thirds and a fourth.
Joining Foyt among early
entrants fee. the 24th running
of the Hoosier 100 are Billy
Englehart, Jan Oppennan,
-ege- Silidef -grid -StieldOrt
r.
Ed Kranepool on a foul pop
and Staiger on a grounder.
He did equally well in the
third inning, belting his first
home run of the season off
Mets starter Mickey Lolich, 7-
12, to tie the score. After Greg
Luzinski's sacrifice fly in the
sixth made it 2-1, Christenson
provided an insurance run
with his second homer of the
game in the eighth inning.
On the mound, Christenson
scattered eight hits until
running into trouble in the
ninth, when the Mets put two
men on with one out. Manager
Danny Ozark called for
reliever Ron Reed, who
promptly got Roy Staiger to
bounce into a gameending
double play.
Expos 1, Pirates 0
Woodie Fry:nan, 11-10,
allowed only four hits in pit-
ching the 23rd shutout of his
career as the Expos snapped
Pittsburgh's 10-game winning
streak.
An error by Rennie Stennett
allowed Bombo Rivera to
score the only run of the game
in the eighth inning.
Reds 6, Braves
George Foster smashed his
29th home run and Joe Morgan
became the first second
baseman in 26 years to drive
in 100 runs as the Reds
remained eight games ahead
of second-place Los Angeles in
the NL West.
Morgan singled in two runs
In. the Reds' three-run second
to become only the fifth
second baseman in history to
reach the 100 mark. He's the
first since Bobby Doerr of the
Boston Red Sox in 1950.
Dodgers 4, Astros 0
Doug , Rau, 14-10, fired a
three-hitter as the Dodgers
posted their 16th victory in the
last 19 starts. Reggie Smith
drove in two runs with a triple




MAN TO WATCH - Sentry Burnett estobrished himself as a
man to watch at the wide receiver spot as he hauled in two
catches and did some outstanding running Saturday night in
the win over SENO.




Labor Day will be a day for concern, instead of a
time for parades and picnics for many people. Through
the years, labor has seen changing times, changing
conditions, changing requirements. In primitive days,
man's muscles and hand skills spelled labor. The in-
troduction of machinery brought changes. One of the
most revolutionary changes came about when Henry
Ford set out to put the world on wheels. He virtually did
so in making more than 15 million model T's. His
change to an assembly line procedure obsoleted skills,
but it rolled out a fondly nicknamed Tin Lizzie every
minute against previous production time of more than
12 hours per car.
In today's computeration and automation, monster
machinery obsoletes more skills, devours more jobs.
This is viewed as a dragon of labor evolution, a
Frankenstein of man's making which weakens a man's
might for the right to work. The Biblical parable of the
five talent, two talent and one talent man is beginning
to show special significance. It may perhare provide
the only answer to the problem. ..
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 Satoh 3rd
753-2411
singled home Lou Brock with
two out in the 11th inning for
fhe only run of the Cardinals's
victory. John Denny, Bill
Greif and Al Hrabosky
combined to stop the Cubs on.
four hits, Hrabosky coming on
in the 10th to pick up the
victory and raise his record to
8-6.
Giants 5-1, Padres 0-6
John Montefusco, 14-12,
pitched a four-hitter for the
Giants in the opener, but San
Diego's Rick Sawyer came
back with a six-hitter in the
nightcap to snap the Padres'
eight-game losing streak. The
split lifted the Giants out of the
NL West cellar for the first
time since June 6, moving
them one percentage point
ahead of Atlanta.




New York 81 52
Baltimore 71 63
Cleveland 69 65




Kan City 79 56
Oakland 72 63
Minnesota 68 70
Texas 62 73 .459 17
California 61
Chicago 58 77 .430 21
Saturday's Results
Detroit 4, Milwaukee 0
Chicago 4, Minnesota 0
Boston 7-0, Cleveland 6-4
New York 4-2, Baltimore 2-6
Kansas City 7, Texas 0
C lifornia 5, Oakland 1
Sunday's Results
Milwaukee 8, Detroit 6
Cleveland 6, Boston 3
Baltimore 5, New York 3
- Minnesota It Chicago 1
Texas 3, Kansas City 1
California 3, Oakland 2
Monday's Games
Chicago ( Kravec 1-3) at Min-
nesota (Singer 10-91
Cleveland (Bibby 10-5 and
Brown 8-10) at Milwaukee ( Col-
born 8-13 and Rodriquez 5-10), 2
Oakland t Blue, 14-11) at Cali-
fornia (Tanana 154)
Baltimore ( Flanagan 1-4) at
Detroit ( Roberts 12-14), (n)
Boston (R. Jones 4-1) at New
York ( Alexander 10-8), (n)
Texas ( Briles 9-8) at Kansas
Qty (Pattin 6-11), (n)
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore at Detroit, (n)
Boston at New York, (n)
Cleveland at Milwaukee (n)
California at Kansas City, (n)
Minnesota at Texas, (n)
Chicago at Oakland, (n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pet. GB
Phila 84 50
Pitts 77 58
New York 69 66
ChIcago 63 73 .463 22
58 72 .446 24
Montreal 44 86 .338 38
West
Cincinnati 87 50 .635
Los Mg 78 57 .578
Houston 69 70 .496 19
San Diego 64 75 .460 24
San Fran 60 78 .435
Atlanta 59 77 .434
Saturday's Results
 New York 7, Philadelphia 3
Houston 5, Los Angeles 2
Chicago 5, St. Louis 1
San Francisco 4, San Diego 3
Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 1
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 3
Sunday's Results
Cincinnati 6, Atlanta 4
St. Louis 1, Chicago 0, 11 in-
nings
Philadelphia 3, New York 1
Montreal I, Pittsburgh 0
San Francisco 5-1, San Diego
0-6
Los Angeles 4, Houston 0
Monday's Games -
Philadelphia (Underwood 9-4
and Kale 11-10) at Pittsburgh,
( Kison 11-8 and [)emery 9-4), 2
New York (Kousnan 17-0-at
Chicago, (Stone 3-5)
Atlanta (Dal Canton 3-4) at
San Francisco, (Halicki 11-14)
St. Louis (Falcon 11-12 and
LaGrow 0-0) at Montreal ( Ro-
gers 6-13 and Dunning 24), 2,
(-n)
Houston (Richard 16-13) at
Cincinnati (Nolan 11-8), (n)
Los Angeles (Sutton T79.
an R Diego (Jonesi ll
Tuesday's Games
New York at Chicago
St. Louis at Montreal, (I-n)
Houston at Cincinnati, ( n)
Los Angeles at San Diego (n)
Atlanta at San Francisco, (n)
Only games scheduled
VOLLEYBALL, ANYONE? - On more than one occasion, the genie Saturday resembled
volleyball more so than football. Here, a Southeast Missouri player bats awr.a pass that was
within a fraction of an inch of being on interception.
Fake Injury Results
In Win For Tar Heels
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Did North Carolina use an
unethical play to score a
touchdown in its 14-10 triumph
over 20th-ranted Miami of
Ohio?
The Tar Heels' fake-injury,
no-huddle trick play produced
a 69-yard scoring run and
triggered a lively topic of
conversation on, a slim
opening, weekent.....o.L_ the 
college football season.
"It doesn't do any good to
blast it in public because that
makes the game of football
look bad, but I don't think it
looks good when you have to
do that to win," Miami Coach
Dick Crum told The
Associated Press Sunday
night after having more than
24 hours to digest the oc-
currence.
Crum was StrangeTy. Arent
immediately after the game,
saying only, "I have never
seen that play before." But the
more he thought about it, the
more annoyed he became over
the play.
"Had it been done with a
player not faking an injury..."
he began. "If you've got to do
that to win...Wow!"
This is what happened.
With Miami holding a 3-1)
lead in the second period,
North Carolina had a first-
and-10 on its own 34. Quar-
terback Bernie Menapace ran
a keeper, losing three ,yyds,,
and staggered around' after
the tackle as though injured.
"Our kids said he was
crying, 'Oh, my arm, my
arm," Crum said. "The North
Carolina players walked away
like they anticipated the
trainer coming on the field.
We tell our kids that any time
there's an injury to go into a
huddle and the officials will
bring them out."
So the Miami defense went
into a huddle. That proved to
be a miracle cure for
Menapace. He scooped up the
ball and pitched it to wingback
Mel Collins, who wasn't
touched until his teammates
mobbed him in the Miami end
zone.
"The fake injury put
everybody off guard," Crum
said. "But as soon as the
referee marked the ball, he
was okay. Without the fake
injury I think it would still be
shaky, but it would be within
the framework of the rules.
This way, it was used to gain
an unfair advantage and the
rule book says something
about,_..f_nlu_ng.__ati__,Artitiry _not
being in the spirit of the genie:
We've tried to legislate that
type of thing out of the rules
and I think it's worth pur-
suing."
- Miami regained the lead 10-
7 but Menapace threw a legal
and ethical winning nine-yard
touchdown pass to Collins in
the final period.
Kansas, ranked 19th, was
the only other member of The
AP's Top Twenty to see action
and the Jayhawks rallied from
a 10-0 deficit to defeat Oregon
State 28-16 and spoil Craig
Fertig's head coaching debut.
Nolan Cromwell rushed for
113 yards, including a 55-yard
touchdown burst -with 12
seconds remaining, and
Laverne Smith added 87.
Cromwell made his first
varsity start against Oregon
State a year ago and broke
Gale Sayers' Kansas rushing
record with a 294-yard per-
formance.
In other major gamir.
-Memphis-state spotted
favored Mississippi a 13-0
lead, then rallied on scoring
pac.ces of 15 and 55 yards by
Lloyd Patterson and James
King's 17-yard run to beat the
Rebels 21-16.
-Furman upset North
Carolina State 17-12 with an 80-
yard drive in the final period,
capped by Harry King's six-
yard run.
-Dennis Bolden ran for 191
and two touchdowns and
passed for a third score as
Arkansas State defeated
Northeast Louisiana 31-13,
ruined John David Crow's
head coaching debut and
stretched its winning streak to
15 games.
The Murray High cheerleaders were among 148 groups in
attendance recently at the University of Mississippi
Cheerleading Camp.
Squads were present from Alabama,
Florida, Texas, Tennessee and Kentucky.
Each day in competition. the Murray girls won a superior
bttie ribbon. On the secondsdny ofethe camp, they were
chosen to demonstrate one of their acrobatic formations for
the rest of the cheerleaders on hand.
On the final day of. competition, Murray High
Cheerleaders won two gold superior ribbons which
qualified them to compete against 21 other squads for the
grand twards.
After competing in the final competition, the Tiger
* cheerleaders were awarded one of the eight trophies
presented to the entire group of.148 cheerieading squads.
The Tiger cheerleaders made their season debut Friday
when the Tiger football team rolled over Reidland 41-0.
Members of the Tiger cheerleaders include Laurie Crass,
Becky West, Elizabeth Whitmer, co-captain, Mary Smock,
Donna Hughes, DeAnn Thornton, Regina Bumphis and
Gwen Purdom, co-captain.
-Bruce Threadgill fired a
31-yard touchdown pass to
Robert Chatman with 61,2
minutes left to give
Mississippi State a 7-0 victory
over North Texas State.
-Rick Kane scored three
times and gained 124 of San
Jose State's 325 rushing yards
as the Spartans, under new
coach Lynn Stiles, battered
Utah State 45-10, under new
coach Bruce Snyder.
Virgliria ---rer-tr -combined
the precision passing of
Mitcheal Barnes with the
running of Roscoe Coles and
Eddie Snell and chopped down
Wake Forest 23-8.
-Ron Hickerson got Tulsa's
sputtering offense clicking
and ran six yards for an in-
surance score in the Golden
Hurricane's 22-7 triumph over
Richmond.
-South Carolina avenged
last year's loss by trimming
Appalachian State 21-10.
-New Mexico State used
two touchdowns and a pair of
twopoint conversious in the
closing minutes to nip Drake





inaugural 23-7 and made a





FOREST HILLS, N.Y. -
Chris Evert advanced to the
the fourth round of the U.S.
Open crushing Glynnis C6les
of Britain 6-0, 6-0, while in
men's action 'lie Nastase







• When Nolan Ryan's fastball
is blazing, hitters have
problems seeing his pitches.
But that wasn't the problem
with the last pitch of the
Oakland-California game.
"I never really had much,"
said Ryan Sunday after pit-
ching a three-hitter. "The only
thing that kept me in the game
was my curve and change. My
fastball was nothing."
Still, Oakland's Sal Bando
maintains that the home plate
umpire, Russ Goetz, the one
wearing the mask, didn't see
the third strike that ended
California's 3-2 victory over
the A's.
Bando says he checked his
swing. Goetz said Bando
swung but didn't make con-
tact. Goetz said the contact
came later.
"He ( Bando) bumped me
good on the chest protector,
anybody with eyes saw it."
said Goets. "pe „game was
over, so he Wissn't isatually
thrown out, but he can still be
taken care of. It is up to
(American League President)
Lee MacPhail to fine or
suspend him."
Bando called both the swing
and the alleged contact dif-
ferently.
He said he couldn't recall
whether 'he pushed Goetz.
"But how would he know? He
doesn't even know how to call
pitches," Bando said. "He was
so goofed up he didn't even
know 'which way to walk off
the field."
Said Chuck Tanner, the A's
manager: "Bando never
touched him. If he ( Goetz )
thinks he was bumped he
missed that just like he missed
the call."
All this arguing about vision
indicates that the end of the
rt-galar is insight, but..-
the A's are still having trouble
seeing the Kansas City
Royals, seven games in front
in the American League West.
The Royals also lost Sunday,
victimized by Bert Blyleven's
four-hitter. "It was just too
much Bert Blyleven," said
Kansas City Manager Whitey
Herzog after Texas' 3-1 vite
tory. "I've seen him have
better stuff, but it was plenty
good enough today."
Elsewhere in the Al„
Milwaukee downed Detroit 8-
6; Cleveland beat Boston 6-3;
Baltimore stopped the New
York Yankees 5-3, and Min-
nesota humiliated the Chicago
White Sox 18-1.
Ryan survived a shaky first
inning, when he surrendered
three . straight walks and a
run, to post his 12th victory in
'29 decisions. He struck out
eight and walked five.
Tony Solaita snapped a 1-1
Lie in the fourth with his eighth
hemefof the season.
Twins 18, White Sox 1
-There's nothing to say,"
said White Sox Manager Pau/
Richards, who was in the
wrong dugout after an 18-1
game. "They just knocked the
hell out of us. At that, with a
17-run lead, they showed
respect for us by changing
pitchers."
Minnesota's batters didn't
show much respect for
Chicago's pitching, rapping
out a team-record 72 hits,
including nine in a. 10-run fifth
inning.
Mike Cubbage knocked in
five runs.
Orioles 5, Yankees 3
The Orioles scored three
runs in the eighth inning, with
the benefit of just one hit.
Catfish Hunter's wild pitch
and second baseman Fred
Stanley's error fueled the
rally.
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With All The Trimmings
"A Well Balanced Meat in a Roll"
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35 Courageous 49 Edible seed
person 50 Bo mistaken
37 Entreaty 51 Inlet
40 WW1 Wei 62 New Deal
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Foreign Roundup
LARNACA, Cyprus ( AP) -
Three Palestinians who
hijacked a Dutch airliner with




said they wanted to make the
world realize what was
happening in Palestine. The
hijackers gave up after the
Greek Cypriot government
promised them safe conduct to
the country of their choice.
The country was not an-
nounced, but a Libyan
Embassy official accom-
panied them to Nicosia after
they surrendered. There were
two Americans among the 75
pas-sengers, but most of them
were Dutch vacationers on
their way home from southern
Spain.
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP)
- Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and Prime Minister
John Vorster of South Africa
are making progress toward
formulating a program to ease
the racial crisis in southern
Africa, U.S. officials report.
Tangible evidence of progress
Was seen Sunday when
Kissinger and Vorster named
working committees to work
out details of a process aimed
at closing the gap between
black African leaders and the
white governments of
Rhodesia and South Africa.
Vorster told reporters that
"even at this stage it is
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DAR ES SALAAM, Tan-
zania ( AP)- Presidents of five
black African nations are
meeting in Dar es Salaam to
plan thew-next moves in the
fight against white rule in
southern Afi ice and to decide
whether Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger can help
them. One of :the _ five,
President Kenneth Kaunda of
Zambia, said if the Zurich,
Switzerland, meeting between
Kissinger and South African
Prime Minister John Vorster
did not result in agreements
that would satisfy black
aspirations, "then we will
continue until victory is at-
tained on the battlefield." The
other four presidents are
Julius Nyerere of Tanzania,
Samora Machel of Mozam-
bique, Agostinho Neto of
Angola and Seretse Khama of
Botswana.
--MEXICO CITY (AP) -
President Luis Echeverria
has asked the Mexican
congress to approve two
pieces of legislation that could
ease the plight of Americans
in Mexican jails. Sergio
Garcia Ramirez, head of the
federal prison system, told a
news conference Sunday that
Echeverria proposed a bill
allowing parole for drug law
violators for the first time
since 1971 and a constitutional
amendment authorizing the
president to sign prisoner-
exchange agreements with
foreign governments. The
legislation is certain to be
approved.
Adolf Hitler was made chan-
cellor of Germany by President
Hindenburg Jan. 30, 1933.
On Feb. 27, 1933, Hitler ac-
cused German Communists of
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OUR LAWS,- LAUGHED AT
OUR PEOPLE.. Now
PLANNING MORE CRIMES.
CAN YOU HELP US
THERE WASN'T ENOUGH
OF IT  
IAN
2. Notice












on and the Business
Office may be



























requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM.







be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by









R OF FL ER OF
MURRAY, CENTRAL
SHOPPING CENTER.
Don invites his for-
mer customers and




Reduce safe & fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap -






Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
YOUR NEED IS our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
5 Lust And Found
FOUND-Adult female
Beagle. Brown and
black. Very fat. Found
on Kroger parking lot.
Call 753-0804 after 5.
FOUND+SIX month old
kitten. Gray and white.
• Found on Kirkwood.
Call 753-4783 after 5.
LOST - DARK COLORED









per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
TOY PARTY DEMOS
needed. Our sample kits
are loaned, no in-
vestment, collecting or
delivery. Free supplies
and hostess gifts. House
of Lloyd, Inc. Write
Bernita Sipe, Route 1,
Box 225, Henry, Tenn.

























only. Apply in person at
Hungry Bear.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and
other products. Call 753-
5550.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time. Earn $250
per 1000 stuffing en-
velopes. For details
Send stamped, self-
addressed envelope to :
Terry Lane Enterprises,











Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
13. For Sa:e Or Trade
SIX ROOM and bath and
1/2 brick house, 10 acres
of land, hog fence, large
pond, deep well, 40 x 40
garage, four out-
buildings, will trade for
small house in town.
Call 436-5560. '
14. Want To Buy
WANTED - good qed
Minolta body. SR-1100
or SR-T101. C,all Frank
Gonzales 753-1919 or 753-
2374.
14. Want To Buy
SMALL MOBILE HOME
in good condition. All
electric preferred. Call
753-8216 after 5.
15. Articles For Sale







colors can be installed
by amatuer. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon







BEES FOR SALE, new
hive boxes rack and
comb. Call 436-2181.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
FOR SALE Twin Stroller.




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Tn. 38237. Phone 587-
NAUGAHYDE living
room suite, roll-away





Maple cutting board top.
C-All 435-4318.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21/2 miles Noetii of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and Service, 500 Maple










Tandem truck with 18 ft.
grain bed and twin hoist.




your pickup to a Tri-Star
gooseneck grain trailer
from Agri-Products. 350




and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-628-
3892 or 3742.
1956 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton farm truck, flat bed,










tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-int. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
19. Farm Equ pment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 144 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
20. Sports Equipment
14 FT. ALUMINUM v-
bottom boat with 18
horse Evinrude motor
and trailer. $600. Call
436-5561 after 5:30.
16 Ff. STEURY tri-hull
fiberglass boat. 60 h.p.
Johnson and Little Dude
trailer. Will sell or trade



















Plastic put under house.























regular 89.50, 48.50 Twin





20" LAWN mower, $25.
Aluminum storm doors,
36 x 80 left hand opening,
$20. Call 753-3202 -
evenings.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Heltopedic ' or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV Radio
CLOSE OUT ON ALL 76
Zenith T.V.s. New 77
models on sale. Sisson's
T.V. Sales and Service,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2126. Open
Sundays.
_
RCA COLOR TV, good
condition $125.00 or best
offer. Call 753-5750.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1971 12 x 64 partially
furnished, 4 bedroom,
1,,2 bath, central air,
underpinning, utility
pole. 84,800. Must see to
appreciate. Call 436-2549
or 436-2383.
1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
6275 or 753-7302.

































/*NOW 1N SUMMING UP OUR CANDIT2ATE1
7 SPEECH TONIGHT, WE'LL HAVE A WORT2
FROM THE CANDIDATE'S WIFE."




New washer and dryer
included. Call 753-6402
after 4:30 p..m.
1965 COMMODORE, 12 x
50. Call 489-2696.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
FURNISHED THREE
bedroom, 2 bath, central
heat and air, washer,
dryer, large lot. Call 753-
4091.
MOBILE HOME SALES,
free rent for 12 months.
For your hookup, near
Murray. Call 474-2230:
32 Apartments For Rent
EFFICIENCY Apart-
ment. Partial utilities
paid. Prefer girls. Call






753-5865 days or 753-










waste girls. P110010 753.
510$ or 753-51163
33. Rooms For Rent
BOYS ROOMS, kitchen
facilities. Call 753-3025.
34. Houses For Rent
OR SALE. THREE
25. BEDROOM, den, 2
rs, baths. Immediate oc-




city water, electric heat.
Couple, no pets.
References. Available





with National Stock Dog
Registry, 9 weeks old.
Excellent pets. Call 1-
247-4155.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
HIDDEN VALLEY
Kennels offers for sale 3
month old male Great
Dane. Cropped and
shots. Also grooming





Round and long, one or




Aurora. 1/2 mile from




IF YOUR DESIRE is for
income property or your
own personal dwelling,
we have just tbe
property for you
Located within one
block ITT&ISU campus on
Main Street, the house is
suitable for rental or
dwelling. See or call Bob
Rodgers of the John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray 753-
7531 or 753-7116 for more
information or ap-
pointment to see the
property.





Across from Post Office.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902





Jim Adams Food Liners
Special
8 Post Office Cars
Identical 1973 Valiant Dusters, 8,000-10,000
miles. Used for city delivery here in Murray.
_These 6 cylinder automatics are great for gas
mileage.
Starting price S2I•60. $uet spell). 9286. spot. lott.
sjoc6 spot 51 700













303 S. 4th .753-1372
=EN
IX) YOU WANT to live in
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or more of these
choice lots on Kentucky
Lake at Cedarling Hills,
next to Lakeway
Shores.Call Guy Spann
Realty to get all details
about these beautifully





bedroom home with 21/2
baths, den, living room,
dining room, kitchen, 21
x 19 family room, study,











home on large corner lot
at Belmont and Melrose.
This has two baths,




BRAND NEW home can
be yours NOW!
Immediate occupancy.
See or call Linda Drake
of the John C. Neubauer
Realtors, 505 Main St.,
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
0492.
THREE BEDROOM
HOME with gas heat.
Central location. Con-
veneint to shopping,
churches and middle sh-
cool. House is in ex-
cellent condition. Call or
see Brice RaLterree.
the John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Murray 753-0101 or 753-
5921.
LARGE, ROOMY 11/2
Story Brick includes 5
bedrooms, 31/2 baths,
central electric heat,
wall to wall carpeting,
built-ins and business
center in kitchen. Small
apartment upstairs can
increase your income.
Owner will help finance.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD-
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
litnd for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom







St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
NEW LISTING - Very
neat 3 bedroom, 14'2 bath
brick ranch home just
West of city limits.
Home has central heat






in low 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY




acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
45 Farms For Sale
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
45 farms For Sale
20 ACRE FARM with •
house, barn annd extra"
buildings on Tucker-
Garland Road only eight
miles from Murray. See
or call Oatman Parley of
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Murray, 753-4101 or 753-
9775.
FARM FOR SALE, 94
acres, 1 mile from lake.
$25,000. Phone 753-1513
or 753-7746 after 5.
46 Homes For Sale
ROBERTS
REALTY-your leader
in , sales for 1976 needs
yOur listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,,
dining room, all built-
ins, electrces•beat and_
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
BY OWNER - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination
Good location. Call 753-
8673.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,















Ky. Home has a large
family room, living
room, built in range,
drapes and carpeting.
There is a large outside
storage building for
your garden tools and
mower. To see this
reasonably priced lake
view home call or see
Pam Rodgers of the
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main,




Kentucky lake at mouth




pletely furnished and air
conditioned. $24,900.
Call ( 502) 247-7816.
BY OWNER attractive 4
bedroom home on large
corner lot, 1710





pain't job. Will sell
reasonably. Call 753-
5245.
1975 HONDA 480F, 3400
miles. Make offer. Must
sell. Call 753-8445 after 5.
1973 HONDA CL 350.
Excellent condition.
Low mileage. $600. Call
753-5036.
175 .CC YAMAHA MX.
$350. Call 753-3532.
48: Automotive Service




49.Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CHEVELLE. Good
condition. Good tires.
$695 or best offer. Call
753-9465 before 7, 436-
5344 after 7.
1976 CHEVROLET 1 ton





and waxed. $25,. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 COBRAell Mustang.
Less than 6,000 miles.
Lots of extras. Call 753-
8501.
1971 V. W. new tires, good
condition. Call 436-5459
after 5 p.m.
1972 DATSUN 510 station
wagon. A-1, condition.
Call 436-5366.











car. Call 753-5532. ,
1970 GREMLIN. Black
with red strips $900.00
Phone 753-3041
FOR SALE 1970 Pontiac
Le Mans Sport. A-1
condition. New set of
radials. Phone _753-3571_
after 5 p.m. 753-2515.
1957 CHEVROLET, 2 door
post. Call 492-8790 after
6.
1966 PONTIAC con-
vertible, 2 plus 2. Runs





stereo tape, 45,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Phone 527-9959.
1972 VW Super Beetle,










home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753.2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753.2310 for








Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4











and seal coating. For







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. 'n?. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





fluent service. NO jot'
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
THREE TOPPING and












and roots sealed. Call











keep children in my
home. Phone 753-6550.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution rugs come
- clean by steam
cleaning. Free














doors. Paver tile and

















miles, $2250.00. Call 753-
9189 or 753-8124 after 5
PM.
1970 GREMLIN - 6 cyc.
. straight shift. Rocket
wheels and white letter















K AND H Repair Center.




































and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors










-week. Six-  off 94







Call 753-4124, South 4.




and service. Call Tont
Montgomery, 753-6711
day or night.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and







fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569


















black cats. Male and
female. Three or four









run weekly -- clip it from
for handy reference)
_ .(This alphabetized page will





















Prices start at $386.00.
Complete, floored,
. ready to use.
Large stock to choose
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ANNOUNCING OUR GIGANTIC, STORE-WIDE
•
• .• 
111 hop •• 111•*• • I ••• •. •.• •• ••• 41 "10,• • • f ,f. •• •• , ,sofa:e
STARTS TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH ...8:00 A.M.
••• SAVE 20% to 10
0  •••
HERE IS THE ONE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR! OUR 4TH STORE-WIDE, WALL TO WALL ANNIVER-
SARY SALE...BEDROOMS, MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS, LIVING ROOMS, CHAIRS, DENS, DINING ROOMS,
KITCHENS, UMPS, RECLINERS ALL ON SALE...WE ARE BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER AND OURIIUYING
POWER IS GREATER! WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU? SUPER SAVINGS! WE HAVE 0141 STORE STOCKED
WITH FRESH, NEW MERCHANDISE, AND OF COURSE, WE NYE, SOME FLOOR WORN AIIDDISCONTINUED
MERCHANDISE AS WELL...ALL ON SALE! NOT ONE OR TWO-ITEMS JIUT OVER 15)000 SQUARE FEET OF
FLOOR SPACE FILLED WITH NOME FURNISHINGS. SAVE FROM 20% TO 70°4.OFF REGUUR RETAIL VALUES.
PRICES ARE SLASHED TO CORARE AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THE PRICES WE OFFERED WHEN WE
OPENED IN SEPTEMBER 1972. BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLPIt THE FANTASTIC SAVINGS FOR
10U...OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS!
LIVING ROOMS REDUCED
SOFAS & SOFAS & CHAIRS
(OVER 120 IN STOCK)
41110011111W pit sectional brown velvet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'799 '594
p.m!! contemporary sofa & chair - loose cushions
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
279 478
nix Early American sofa & chair- Herculon
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
299 '199
4IMINSON & BAKER contemporary sofa & love seat - gold velvet"
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'499 $354
;Nang Early American sofa & chair
TAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'339 $234
CONSOLIDATED sofa & love seat- loose cushions - Herculon
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
S399 $228
CLAYTON MARCUS Traditional sofa orange & beige floral tapestry
iftfAiC YOE- ANNIVERSARY PRICE
1499 - $324
TRENDLINE Colonial so-fa & chair - massive wood. Herculon
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
599 $429
tulle Traditional sofa - Herculon
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
295 • 999
BURLINGTON HOUSE Traditional sofa - orange. antique velvet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
609 413
CARS NS Ultra modern sofa & chair- chrome trim
MAT AIINPARSART PRICE
649
SEALY Traditional sofa- 100% nylon
RiTAIL VALVE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'449 $299
NORWALK Early American sofa & chair rust plaid Herculon
FETITRUif ANNIVERSARY PRICE
669 '439
CARLETON McLENDON Victorian sofa • solid mahogany trim
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
639 '445
BROYHILL Traditional sofa- Herculon

































CAN BE PURCHASED SEPARATE TABLE & CHAIRS OR CHINA CABINET — HUT-
CH OR BUFFET (Over 30 in stock)
IETATUEUE
SHIM Catorrat -trestfetable-frehetrs-& €4104-6.3•4443t--
ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'1399-- '979
,§TM Contemporary oak - trestle table. 6 chairs, china cabinet
ANNIVERSARY PRICERETAIL VALUE
'1354 '948









TELL CITY Colonial - Solid hardrock maple - pedestal table 6 ckairs,lutcb, buffet --





li.MERICAN DREW Colonial - cherry - table - 6 Windsor chairs, hutch & buffet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
51329 $932
DMI contemporary - table, 4 chairs, china cabinet
RETAIL VALUE .A1\6 241VERiAii PRICE
YOU SAVE
'399 '109
TttOODEN Mediterranean - oak - table, 6 chairs China cabinet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'689 $488
TROGDEN French - table, 6 chairs, china cabinet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'689 $488
BROYHILL Colonial- honey pine - table, 6 chairs, hutch, butte.
RE—fm- r ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'999 $748
,SINGER contemporary - oak - table, 6 chairs, china cabinet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE
'1029 $791
MU contemporary - white - table, 6 chairs, china cabinet
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PitiCE
'1699 4295
EAmpui,IN OF MARTINSVILLE Spar•ish - oak - table, 6 ihairs, china cabinet
RAH. Nu ANNIVERSARY PRICE w"
'1399 990
IALLI Contemporary - yellow - double pedestal table, 6 chairs

















OVER 20 IN STOCK...ALL
DRASTICALLY REDUCED!
CLEARANCE OF BEDROOMS
INCLUDES DRESSER, MIRROR, CHEST, HEADBOARD & FOOTBOARD OR FRAME
(Over 20 in stock)





STANLEY Country French - antique blue
RETAIL VALUE ANITVERSARY PRICE
'1399







ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
- '1149 $780 '369
SINGER Contemporary - pecan




RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE Y
OU SAVE
'619 $429 '190
RIVERSIDE Colonial - pine
RETAIL VALbE AnNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'869 618$ '251
BROYHILL Contemporary - pecan finish
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'469 $330 '139
AMERICAN DREW Colonial - pecan
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'969 $660 '309
AMERICAN DREW Mediterranean oak
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'939 $.636 '303
BROYHILL Mediterranean - dark oak
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'599
RIVERSIDE Colonial - birc
--
429
SINGER Colonial - maple
RETAIL VALUE
'834




ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'568 '261




unom MT. AIRY contempordi y - pecan




Hu Mediterranean oak finish
RETAIL VALUE ANNIVERSARY PRICE YOU SAVE
'329 $219 'no
U.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT- 247-7710
,"17 MODELS TV & STEREO ALL ON SALE!
SURE, WE HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE MAN AND SERVICE-DEPARTMENT
BRING CARS - TRUCKS VANS - TRAILERS
...or delivery can be arranged.
OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM- 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM - 8 PM
